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Preambule

In 2018 Indonesia has successfully held The World Conference on Creative Economy (WCCE) with the objective 
to face the challenges and utilize the opportunities of the creative economy. The event conducted in Bali had 
the agenda for discussing the issues in market and capital access, product expansion, promotion, as well as 
infrastructure development. The WCCE has declared 21 roadmaps for countries to advance and mainstream 
the issues of creative economy at the global level. 

Through the 21 roadmaps, one of them became the basis of creating the center of excellence in creative econ-
omy. As a response to the issue, the Creative Economy Agency at that time came up with the Policy of Key 
Performance Indicator which needed to be implemented, and this related to the establishment of a center of 
excellence. The framework for the creation of Center of Excellence is later known as G-CINC or Global Center 
of Excellence and International Cooperation for Creative Economy.  G-CINC has a vision “To become a global 
focal point in research, development, acceleration, and international collaboration in support of the global 
advancement of the creative economy.” 

As quoted in the Opus Report “Outlook 2019” the number of business actors in the creative industry sectors 
has increased significantly compared to the previous years. Those sectors were home décor, packaged foods, 
Muslim’s fashion, ready-to-wear clothing, and animation. The report also stated that the export value of the 
sectors in the creative economy has increased from US$ 19.33 million in 2015 to US$ 19.98 million in 2016. 
The increase was dominated by the top three contributing sectors which were fashion (54.54%), arts and crafts 
(39.01%), and culinary (6.31%), which targeted to countries such as the US, Switzerland, Japan, Singapore, 
and Germany. The contribution of those sub-sectors in the international market has been identified although 
not governed optimally yet, both from the market segmentation and the regulatory perspective. In order to 
respond to that, assistance is needed so that the exported products can be accommodated according to the 
supply and demand of the market. The establishment of G-CINC is the form of commitment in mainstreaming 
the issues in the sectors of the creative economy and sharing best practices along with developing internation-
al collaboration in the creative economy’s sectors.



Responding to the opportunities (and challenges), the Ministry 
of Tourism and Creative Economy has conducted a research on 
creative scenes index using five cities in Indonesia and a num-
ber of ASEAN countries as case studies. The findings of the re-
search are presented in the form of a book which is called “Cre-
ative Scenes Book” and has been launched at the International 
Discussion Forum, on 20-21 November 2020. The International 
Discussion Forum which entitled “Creative Scene for the Ad-
vancement of Global Creative Economy,” is a part of G-CINC’s 
cascading program, in which there were two agendas within the 
event, the discussion forum and the book launching. 

This book is intended for creative industry actors who aspire 
to create creative scenes and also for those who have been in-
volving in the creative scene arena to be able to explore various 
practices in managing the scenes. This book is also intended for 
stakeholders who are concerned in the initiation of sustainable 
creative scenes. 

Dr. Wisnu Bawa Tarunajaya, S.E., M.M

Deputy Minister for Resources and Institutions



This book is intended for creative workers 
who want to start building creative scene or 

exploring different practice to sustained their 
creative scene. Also for other stakeholders who 

want to help encourage the emergence of a 
sustainable creative scene.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Indonesian Cities

Jakarta Bali

Yogyakarta Malang

Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran (KJK)

Sandwich Attack

Kelas Pagi

Forum Lenteng

Komunitas Salihara

Gudskul 

Siar Sinema

Askara Kolektif

Malang Sub Noise

Baraka

Rekam Jaya

Kementerian Budaya Urban

Ritme Kota

MINIKINO

DJAMUR

PFB (Perhimpunan Fotografer Bali)

Teater kalangan

ApeMotion

Bale Bengong

Sound Boutique

IVAA (Indonesia Visual Art Archive)

Otakotor

FFD (Forum Film Dokumenter)

Ruang Mes 56

Ace House Collective

Teater Garasi
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CONTRIBUTORS

Countries
Cambodia

Malaysia

Vietnam

Thailand

Cambodian Living Art 

The Wknd

Nối Projects

Atta Gallery

Creative District

Creative Migration

Saipa FireArts

Indonesian Cities
Bandung Extreme Moshpit

Pangauban Karinding

Indonesia Fashion Chamber

Dalem Wangi Art Space

Omni Space

CHARACTER
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and backwards are1

2

3

4

overview.

Most of the creative scenes are not intendedly formed. 
It usually started out when separated individuals/groups 
created an action or work, and at some point and 
moment they met and felt the connectivity and same 
vibes. However, when the creative talents decide to 
united and committed, purpose of the forming of 
creative scene, most likely to:

We shall not underestimate the impact of the scene activities and 
progress. Although it usually  started out small, does not mean that the 
scene can not have the impact to the wider society even to the world. 
Let’s remember NYC Pop Art movement started by Andy Warhol, Roy 
Lichtenstein, James Rosenquist, and Claes Oldenburg in 1960s and 
techno-dance scene in Berlin 1989.

Creative scene 
characterized 
by these 
features: Voluntary 

contributions from 
member
Commissions work
Commercial arms
Grant
Sponsor
CSR
Crowdsourcing

Focus to one discipline
Multidisciplinary
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and backwa rds are

WHAT TO 
AVOID

Extreme dependence f or availabilit y of macro infrastructur e 

No Growth Mindset and good management
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several aspects, such as:

Nurturing culture among scene members

development of the scene 
Shared vision and agreed “code of conduct” [if any]

new knowledge
An agreed shared resources [if any] and value

Grant (as trigger)

studio, tools and equipment)

Support on program funding

Endorsement 

Broader network

Support can come from government, community, private 
sectors or other related stakeholders. Support needed are as 
follows:
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BUILDING A HEALTHY 
CREATIVE SCENE 
PROCESS
Building the healthy scene is not easy, considering 
the organic nature of the interaction within. However, 
a healthy creative scene is a good starting point of a 
more serious and develop organization. 
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Below is the process as a reflection on how to 
nurture a healthy creative scene. 

INITIATION IMPLEMEN 
TATION

SUSTAINING

• Mapping 
Collaborators

• Mapping Trends and 
Opportunities

• Develop VMOSA
• Program Design
• Collaboration Design

• Finance the Program and 
Operation

• Scheduling
• Volunteer Recruitment
• Task Division
• Communicates the program
• Documentation 

Management
• Monitoring and Evaluation

• Vision Community Ownership
• Leadership
• Distributed Action
• Strategies Implementated
• Funding
• Learning Orientation
• Implementation
• Sustainability Planning
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INITIATION The starting point in nurturing a 
healthy creative scene is what we 
called the Initiation Stage. It consists 
of several elements including 
collaborators mapping, trends 
sensing and opportunities seeking, 
VMOSA developing, and program and 
collaboration designing. In the next 
section we are going to examine in 
more detail into each of the elements.
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A .  M a p p i n g  C o l l a b o r a t o r s
Before we map the scene’s collaborators, we need to identify who are 
the stakeholders of the scenes. The collaborators are engaged into the 
scene to help ensure that the initiatives and collaborations are aligned 
toward shared goals. And although sometimes their intention is good, the 
actions sometimes may result otherwise. So in order to achieve a fruitful 
collaboration, a scene needs to be able to understand the stakeholder 
analysis. There are three steps in conducting the process. 

Stakeholder identification includes a process of brainstorming between all 
members in the scene. It is important to identify all of the people who 
are affected by the scene’s work or who are interested in the scene’s 
success (or failure). These people might be the scene’s investors, advisors, 
teammates, and even family member.

Step 1: Identify your stakeholders
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After all the stakeholders are identified, we now need to 
prioritize what each of the stakeholder means to the scene. 
The objective of this step is to assess the stakeholders’ level 
of influence and level of interest towards the scene. In order 
to do that, we can use a certain matrix called The Stakeholder 
Power Interest Grid. 

Direction on how to use the matrix is as follows. The 
upper-right quadrant is for the high power and highly 
interested people. The scene needs to fully engage 
these people and make the greatest efforts to work with 
them. The upper-left quadrant is for the high power and 
less interested people. For this type of people, the scene 
needs to keep these stakeholders engaged, but not so 
much that they become bored with your message. The 
next group is on the lower-right quadrant, which is the 
low power but highly interested people. This group of 
stakeholder consists of the people that the scene needs 
to inform adequately and talk to them to ensure that 
no major issues arise. People in this category can often 
be very helpful with the details of your project in a 
supportive role. The final quadrant is on the bottom-left 
corner, the low power and less interested people. The 
monitoring activity is important for these people, but do 
not bore them with excessive communication.

Step 2 : Prioritize your stakeholders

Figure 1. Stakeholder Analysis Matrix

High

High

Low

Low
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Now that the stages of identification and prioritization are covered, the next 
step is communication. By that, it means that the scene needs to understand 
how the stakeholders feel about your projects. Some aspects that the scene 
needs to figure out are for example, about whether there are any financial 
or emotional interest in the outcome of your work. If there are, you need to 
find out whether they contribute positively or negatively. Other issues are 
about what would be the motivation of the stakeholder and in relation to the 
projects what kind of information should you relay to them, depending on the 
relevance.

In order to understand the key stakeholders, the scene also needs to know 
about the stakeholders’ opinion of your work, and whether the opinions 
are based on accurate information. In terms of opinion, it is worth checking 
whether there are any influencers who are also the scene’s stakeholders and 
whether they have anything to say on people’s opinion.

Another matter to add to understand the key stakeholders is about their 
support of your projects. It is possible that at some point they are no longer 
supportive of the projects, and the scene needs to find out the way to win it 
back. And if it still does not work to win back the support, the scene needs to 
find out what to do in order to manage their opposition.

Once you have prioritized the scene’s stakeholders and consider their attitude 
toward your project, you should also consider creating a project management 
communication plan. A communication matrix will let everyone involved know 
how often they need to loop stakeholders in.

Step 3 :  Understand your key stakeholders
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B .  M A P P I N G  T R E N D S  A N D  
    O P P O R T U N I T I E S

If mapping the collaborators is the first and lengthy part of the initiation stage, the following step is rather straightforward. It is 
important to map the trends and opportunities to make sure that you and your scene can always innovate something meaningful. 
To find what is the trend to focus on, a tool called trend profile can be used.

High

Low

Figure2. Trend Profile Template
Source: https://www.reallygoodinnovation.com/templates/trend-profile
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To be able to use the template, the first thing to do is 
to have a conversation with the customers, as well as to 
experts in your related industry, and then you combine 
this data with desk research to examine all relevant 
trends. Second, you can fill out the trend profile for 
each individual trend, which can be elaborated into two 
ways. Firstly, you need to describe the trend in detail, 
including the way in which it could affect your work/
industry. You may use examples and illustrations to 
enable other people to quickly understand the trend 
profile. Secondly, you evaluate each trend according to 
its possible impact on your audience/market (you need 
to implement some degree of research here and not just 
your gut feeling) and how easy it is to implement related 
technology (how likely is it that this trend will quickly be 
used for new products or services?). As a next step, the 
Trend Profile Template can be used as a trend mapping 
exercise.
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C .  D E V E LO P    
     V M O S A

VMOSA stands for Vision, Mission, Objective, Strategies, and Action Plans, is 

a practical planning process used to help scenes define a vision and develop 

practical ways to enact change. VMOSA helps your organisations set and achieve 

short term goals while keeping sight of your long term vision. Implementing this 

planning process into your scene’s efforts supports developing a clear mission, 

building consensus, and grounding your group’s dreams. This section explores 

how and when to implement VMOSA into your organisation’s planning process. 

A vision needs to be able to communicate what your organisation believes are the 
ideal conditions for your community – how things would look if the issue important 
to you were perfectly addressed. You need your organisation to make the beliefs and 
governing principles of your organisation clear to the greater community (as well as to 
the team, participants, and volunteers). And that it can be achieved by developing a 
vision statement.

Nevertheless, there are certain characteristics that most vision statements have in 
common. Some of them are, for example, the statements need to be understood and 
shared by members of the community. They need to be broad enough to encompass a 
variety of local perspectives. They also need to be inspiring and uplifting to everyone 
involved in your effort. And finally, they should be easy to communicate. So easy that for 
example they are short enough to fit on a t-shirt!

Some examples of a vision statement which meet the above criteria are as follows. 

Vision (The Dream)
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To bring inspiration and 
innovation to every athlete in 

the world

To become the world’s most 
loved, most flown, and most 

profitable airline

To create the most 
compelling electric car 

company of the 21st century

Be the ddestination for 
customers to save money, no 
matter how they want to shop

To provide access to the world’s 
information in one click

To be the world’s best quick 
service restaurant experience

To be the best way to pay 
and be paid, for everyone, 

everywhere

To be the world’s leading 
producer and provider of 

entertaiment and information

To establish Starbucks as the 
premier purveyor of the finest 

coffee in the world

Source: https://www.ebaqdesign.com/blog/vision-statements
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Princess 
Margaret 
Hospital
To conquer 
cancer in our 
lifetime

Disney
Make people happy

John F. Kennedy
“I believe that this nation 
should commit itself to 
achieving a goal, before this 
decade is out, of landing a man 
on the moon and returning him 
safely to earth”

Ferrari
Italian 
excellence 
that makes the 
world dream

Volvo
Nobody should 
die or be 
seriosuly injured 
in a Volvo

Honda
Be the company 
that society 
wants to exist

Waze
Help people wotk 
together to improve the 
qualit of everyone’s daily 
driving

WWF
To reconcile the needs 
of human beings and the 
needs of others that share 
the earth

Pentagonia
Be in business to 
save our home 
planet

Amazon
Be the 
world’s most 
customercentric 
company

General Electric
Become #1 or #2 in every market we serve and revolutionize this company to have 
the speed and agility of a small enterprise 

Ikea
Create a better 
everyday life for 
the many people

Dove
A world where 
beauty is a source 
of confidence, not 
anxiety

Source: https://beloved-brands.com/2018/10/03/brand-vision/
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The next step in the action planning process is to develop mission statements. 
The scene needs to describe what they are going to do, and why they are 
going to do that. Mission statements are similar to vision statements, but 
they are more concrete, and they are definitely more “action-oriented” than 
vision statements. There are a number of general guiding principles about 
mission statements that a scene can pay attention to. For one, mission 
statements need to be concise. It means that although not as short as 
a phrase as a vision statement, a mission statement should still get its 
point across in one sentence. Apart from that, mission statements ought 
to be outcome-oriented. They need to be able to explain the overarching 
outcomes your scene is working to achieve. And finally, mission statements 
ought to be inclusive. While mission statements do make statements about 
your scene’s overarching goals, it is very important that they do so very 
broadly. Good mission statements are not limiting in the strategies or 
sectors of the community that may become involved in the projects. 

Some examples of mission statements which meet the above criteria are 
as follows.

• “To promote child health and development through a comprehensive 
family and community initiative.”

• “To create a thriving African American community through development 
of jobs, education, housing, and cultural pride.

• To develop a safe and healthy neighbourhood through collaborative 
planning, community action, and policy advocacy.” 

Mission (The What and Why)
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The next step after your scene has developed the mission 
statement, is to develop the specific objectives that are focused 
on achieving that mission. Objectives refer to specific measurable 
results for the initiative’s broad goals. A scene’s objectives 
generally lay out how much of what will be accomplished by when. 

There are three basic types of objectives. The first is behavioural 
objectives. These objectives look at changing the behaviours of 
people (what they are doing and saying) and the products (or 
results) of their behaviours. An example is when a neighbourhood 
improvement group might develop an objective around having an 
increased amount of home repair taking place (the behaviour) or 
of improved housing (the result). The second is community-level 
outcome objectives. This type is related to behavioural outcome 
objectives, but is more focused on a community level instead of 
an individual level. For instance, the same group might suggest 
increasing the percentage of decent affordable housing in the 
community as a community-level outcome objective. And the 
third one is process objectives. These are the objectives that refer 
to the implementation of activities necessary to achieve other 
objectives. For example, the group might adopt a comprehensive 
plan for improving neighbourhood housing.

Nevertheless, in devising objectives, the three different types 
mentioned above are not mutually exclusive. Most scenes and 
organisations will develop objectives in all three categories. 
Examples of objectives include:

• By December 2010, to increase by 30% parent engagement 
(i.e., talking, playing, reading) with children under 2 years of 
age à behavioural objective.

• By 2012, to have made a 40% increase in youth graduating 
from high school à community-level outcome objective.

• By the year 2006, increase by 30% the percentage of families 
that own their home à community-level outcome objective.

• By December of this year, implement the volunteer training 
program for all volunteers à process objective. 

Objectives (How Much of What Will Be 
Accomplished by When)
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Now that you have obtained the objectives, the next step in the process 
of VMOSA is developing your strategies. Strategies explain how the 
initiative will reach its objectives. In general, scenes will have a wide 
variety of strategies that include people from all of the different parts, 
or sectors, of the community. These strategies range from the very broad, 
which encompass people and resources from many different parts of the 
community, to the very specific, which aim at carefully defined areas.

There are some examples in creating broad strategies, they include, 
‘A child health program might use social marketing to promote adult 
involvement with children.’ Another example would be, ‘An adolescent 
pregnancy initiative might decide to increase access to contraceptives in 
the community.’ And also, ‘An urban revitalisation project might enhance 
the artistic life of the community by encouraging artists in the area.’

In guiding most interventions, there are five types of specific strategies 
that can help a scene; the first is providing information and enhancing skills 
(e.g., offer skills training in conflict management); secondly, enhancing 
services and supports (e.g., start a mentoring program for high-risk youth); 
thirdly, modifying access, barriers, and opportunities (such as offering 
scholarships to students who would be otherwise unable to attend college); 
fourthly, changing the consequences of efforts (e.g., provide incentives for 
community members to volunteer); and fifthly, modifying policies (e.g., 
change business policies to allow parents and guardians and volunteers to 
spend more time with young children).

Strategies (the How)
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The final stage in the VMOSA process is the create action plans, which describes in great detail exactly how strategies will be 
implemented to accomplish the objectives developed earlier in the process. The plan refers to two aspects, the first is the specific 
(community and system) change to be sought, and the second is the specific action steps necessary to bring about changes in all 
of the relevant sectors, or parts, of the community.

Action steps are developed for each component of the intervention or (community and system) changes to be sought. These 
include :

• Action step(s): What will happen

• Person(s) responsible: Who will do what

• Date to be completed: Timing of each action step

• Resources required: Resources and supports (both what 
is needed and what is available)

• Barriers or resistance, and a plan to overcome them!

• Collaborators: Who else should know about this action

Action Plan (What CHANGE Will Happen; 
Who Will Do What by When to Make It Happen)

ACTION STEP PERSON (S)
RESPONSIBLE

DATE TO BE  
COMPLETED

RESOURCES  
REQUIRED

POTENTIAL BARRIERS 
OR RESISTANCE

COLLABORATORS

• Draft a social 
marketing plan 
 
 

• Ask local 
corporations 
to introduce 
flex-time for 
parents and 
mentors

Terry McNell
(from marketing 
firm)

Maria Suarez 
(from business 
action group)

April 2006

September 
2008

Non anticipated

Corporation : may 
see this as expensive; 
must convince them 
benefit of the plan for  
the corporation

Members of the 
business action group

Members of the 
business action group 
and the school action 
group

USD 15,000
(remaining donated)

5 hours; 2 hours 
proposal prep; 3 
hours for meeting 
and transportation

Figure 3. An example of action steps in action plan 
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D.  P R O G R A M
     D E S A I N

The program can be designed according to the value chain of the industry. This will help scene’s 

design the program which covers the upstream and downstream activity of the creative chain. Below 

is the example of general program design that could cover the value chain of the industry, also the 

collaboration opportunities in each chain.

Figure 4. Program Design
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E .  C O L L A B O R AT I O N     
    D E S I G N

A collaboration is when a group of 

people come together and contribute 

their expertise for the benefit of a shared 

objective, project, or mission. In creative 

scenes, there are some collaboration 

models found among members and 

between members and customers. The 

reason why a collaboration happens is 

to help problem-solve, bring people 

(and organisations) closer together, 

help people learn from each other, 

integrate resources, reduce cost and 

risk of innovation activities, create 

optimal value for collaborators and 

customers, strengthen competitive 

advantages, increase efficiency and 

leverage the audience. According to 

the study, collaboration activities can 

be established in each activity of the 

creative chain.

Figure 5. A model of collaboration activities
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Figure 6. The tasks to sustain collaboration

Scene’s manager also needs to understand certain conditions that foster productive collaborations and 

coalitions. Coalitions need to be dynamic and responsive to culture, racial, and ethnic diversity, and how 

people usually work together in a community, region, or state (Butterfoss, 2007). Below is the table that 

provides the task to sustain the collaboration.

Table 1

Stage of
Development

Task

Key Sustainability Tasks for Coalitions

• Build community ownership
• Assess community needs & assets (e.g., by using MAPP tool)
• Develop commitment for vision, mission, goals & objective)
• Creatve viable organizational structure
• Recruit key organizational members
• Build leadership team 

 

• Retain member commitment & participation to achieve goals
• Obtain and share member resources
• Continue to assess community assets & needs
• Plan/implement effective PSEs 

 

• Diversity & strengthen coalition’s financial base
• Ensure communitu home for ongoing efforts
• Plan fot leadership succession
• Spin off/institutionalize strategies to member organization community institution

Formation

Maitenance

Institutionalization
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IMPLEMENTATION Now that you have completed the 
Initiation Stage, the next phase is the 
Implementation. 

For a scene to be able to do the 
program implementation, there are 
a number of features that they need 
to consider. For example the financial 
aspect, the scheduling activities, 
recruitment process, tasks division, 
communication, as well as monitoring 
and evaluation. Each of the activities 
will be elaborated as follows.
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i .  F i n a n c e  t h e  p r o g r a m  a n d  o p e r a t i o n

To finance the program, there are several sources of funds worth 
to consider. They are commercial arms, crowdsourcing, voluntary 
contributions from the members, work commissions, grants, 
sponsorships, and CSR (corporate social responsibilities). Commercial 
arms are finding revenue by utilising the commercialisation process in 
the scene. For example producing merchandises, work commission, 
renting tools or physical space, and many more. Crowdsourcing is 
the practice of engaging a ‘crowd’ or group for a common goal – 
often innovation or problem solving, or donation. Another way to 
get funding is through voluntary contributions from the members 
which usually happened after the scene settled an agreement 
among the members. Lastly, funding from grants, sponsorships, and 
CSR which requires a special treatment and more effort. Following 
are some to-do on how to apply grants, sponsorships, and CSR. 

1. Thoroughly search for relevant grant opportunities. Consider 
the following types of funders:

a. Government agencies (e.g., federal, state/ province, or local)

b. Private foundations or donors

c. Corporate foundations or businesses

2. Before writing the grant application, consider the proposed 
project’s/ goal’s fit with the identified funder(s). For example: 
Learn the funder’s grant making philosophy, program interests, 
criteria, proposed grant offered (seed money? ongoing operating 
expenses? direct service?), size of grants offered, timeline for 
submission, and the funding cycle.

3. Prepare an impressive proposal. Usually a grant will provide 
a proposal as a template. However, here are some important 
things to consider in order to make the proposal interesting:

a. Provide a logic model of framework for the project outlined 
in the grant proposal. This will communicate how the 
activities will lead to the intended results and visualising it 
will increase the reader’s understanding about the project.

b. Provide the evaluation plan for the project. This includes 
what success will look like for the project or initiative, 
indicator and the results you expect to achieve by the end 
of funding period.

c. Mention the collaborators of the project and how to manage 
and make the most of the collaboration. Most likely, the 
more relevant collaborator the more impact will achieve.

d. Provide a plan for sustainability of the project. Funders 
often want to see a plan for how the project or group will be 
maintained after the grant period.

e. Clearly outline the amount of funding requested for each 
type of funding sought. If possible, include all forms of 
potential revenues (e.g., other grants and contracts, local 
funding, memberships, in-kind support), as well as all forms 
of expenses (e.g., staff salaries and benefits, consultants, 
travels, equipment, supplies, rents, insurance), for each year 
of the proposed project.
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i i .  S c h e d u l i n g

The project schedule is the “Who,” “What,” and 
“When” parts of the project. It describes the 
project’s deliverables, their deadlines and most 
importantly the resources that will carry out 
each activity.

The project schedule includes every single detail 
of the project, such as who will be completing 
each task, the deliverables that will be produced, 
the goals and objectives that the project will 
achieve, the estimated budget and costs of the 
project and the amount of time it will take to 
complete the project. 

More specifically a project schedule should 
include:

• Project deliverables.  

• Tasks required to complete the deliverables.

• Interconnectivity between tasks.

• Resources required to complete each task.

• Budget of the project.

• Planned time for each resource. 

Nevertheless, there are some tips for how to 
create a project schedule. The following are 
the steps to follow.

1. Create the project scope

The project scope is created during the initial planning. 
It is a document that contains the specific goals, 
deliverables, features, budget, etc of the project. All 
the tasks needed to complete the project successfully 
need to be listed (which requires understanding the 
stakeholder’s requirements). Be thorough when putting 
a task list together, you do not want to leave anything 
out. By using Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) you can 
organise these activities and lay them out in order of 
completion.

2. Establish the sequence of tasks

Tasks are small jobs that lead to the final deliverable, 
and it is fairly crucial to map out the sequence of those 
tasks before diving into them. Oftentimes a task will be 
dependent on another task to start or finish. You do not 
want to get halfway through a task before you realise 
you cannot complete it due to hanging objectives.
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3. Group tasks

Once you have collected your tasks and have them in proper order, you should take the opportunity to divide your 
tasks by importance. You need to know which is critical to the project and must be done first and those less important 
that can be done if there is time. Then, break your tasks down with milestones that relate to the five project phases 
– initiation, planning, execution, monitoring and closing. Organising your tasks with milestones makes it easier to 
track progress, and gives your teams a sense of accomplishment that boost morale and productivity.

4.  Link task dependencies

Some tasks can be done simultaneously, but some tasks are dependent on another task(s) to start or finish before 
they can start or finish. These task dependencies must be mapped out in your schedule to keep you aware of them, 
or you risk bottlenecks and blocking your team.

5.  Find the critical path

Analyzing the critical path is a method for scheduling tasks in a project to find those which are critical to the success 
of the project. This allows you to make smart choices about tasks that can be ignored if time and costs become 
constraints.

6.  Assign resources

Every task on your schedule should have the related resources and costs associated with completing it. Tasks are 
not done on their own, and without mapping the proper resources to each task you are in danger of going wildly 
over budget. With resources attached to the tasks, you can more accurately plan your team’s time and keep their 
workload balanced.
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Figure 7. Example of Work Breakdown Structure
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i i i .  Vo l u n t e e r s  
     Re c r u i t m e n t

There are multiple methods that you 
can use to recruit volunteers. Not every 
method will be suitable for your scene. 
This is why it is important to understand 
when you know who you need to recruit 
and what they will be doing – so the how 
gets much easier. In addition to taking 
into account the jobs you need volunteers 
to do, also consider who could do those 
jobs best and who might be interested 
in the first place. Depending on your 
mission/ field of work – you might attract 
volunteers from different demographics 
(e.g., baby boomers or millennials). Decide 
how you want to promote the role(s): 
online portals, volunteers fairs, social 
media, radio. This will depend on your 
demographic. Finally, decide how long 
you will need the volunteers for and what 
exactly will be expected of them. 

The following are the steps that you can do 
in recruiting volunteers.

1. Draft your recruitment message

Regardless of which recruitment method you will use, 
you must have a compelling recruitment message. 
Explain what your scene hopes to achieve and why you 
need help. Make your message short, simple, and direct. 
Communicate the need for the volunteer’s service.

Point out the benefits (e.g., skills and experience) the 
volunteer will receive as well as the community benefits 
that arise from volunteering. Volunteers should be made 
familiar with their job descriptions in detail, including 
the inner working of your scene (to the extent required 
for them to thrive in their roles), their supervisor/ 
point of contact, and the communication system. Most 
importantly, volunteers should understand how they will 
help your scene advance its mission.
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2.  “Warm Body” or targeted recruitment

Decide whether you want to run more of broad 
recruitment (i.e., warm body) or more of targeted 
recruitment. Warm body recruitment is more appropriate 
if you are recruiting a large number of volunteers for 
(usually) very short periods of time or for a specific 
event. This might involve distributing flyers, setting up 
brochures, speaking to groups, posting on social media 
channels, and more.

Targeted groups usually involve a targeted campaign 
towards a specific group of individuals. This type of 
recruitment is effective when you need individuals with 
very specific skills. Think about where you could find 
those volunteers and what would motivate them.

3.  Use your social network

Maybe the volunteers you are looking for have been 
right under your nose the whole time. One of the best 
ways to recruit volunteers is to simply ask your friends 
and family if they or someone they know might want to 
volunteer. Then, ask your current volunteers and other 
staff members to do the same.

In addition to that, consider asking:

• Your client, their families, and relatives;

• Alumni of your programs at the scene;

• People in your scene’s neighbourhood;

• Individuals who have been affected by the problem 
you are attempting to solve

This tactic will help you reach exponential growth. Plus, 
it builds social proof through word-of-mouth marketing. 
People are more likely to trust people they know that 
organisations/ scenes. It is also easier to ‘persuade’ 
people who already know you in one way or another 
than it is those who do not (similarly to the difference 
between ‘cold’ and ‘warm’ leads in sales).

This type of recruitment, therefore, involves primarily 
people who are already familiar with your scene or the 
problem you address, or who are connected through 
friends or staff members.
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4.  Find your volunteers

In addition to using your social network to find volunteers, there 
are a plethora of other ways to recruit the right kind of support.

Here are some places you can look for:

• Schools and universities

Schools and universities are often filled out with young and 
enthusiastic individuals who wish to get engaged in community 
service. Get in touch with the Student Services department.

• Businesses

In many communities, businesses look for community 
involvement opportunities for their employees. Approach the 
community relations, community affairs, or corporate giving 
department within a company. Corporate volunteering is an 
increasingly popular practice.

• Clubs and community groups

Reach out to social and professional clubs, campus-based 
sororities and fraternities, membership groups, and community 
groups. All of these can be excellent volunteer resources.

In addition to these, consider posting flyers and placing 
announcements in the media.

5.  Offer online opportunities

If possible, consider offering online 
volunteering opportunities. This could be 
particularly helpful if you are targeting 
working professionals who would otherwise 
find it hard to have time to volunteer in 
addition to their full-time jobs and personal 
obligations.

Even if some companies encourage their 
employees to volunteer during work hours 
(which is already rare), employees still lose 
valuable time getting to your scene.

Take the hassle out of volunteering by 
offering virtual volunteer opportunities. 
Through online volunteering, individuals 
can give their skills, knowledge, and 
ability directly from their computers or 
smartphones.
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6. Communicate expectations

Volunteers, like employees, come to your scene with a 
passion for your cause and interest in your work. They, 
like every other human being, have preconceived ideas 
and expectations about their roles and your scene.

In order to keep your volunteers happy, it is essential to 
clearly communicate expectations at the very start of 
your work together.

7. Make it enjoyable

Fun is the secret ingredient to employee and volunteer 
engagement alike. Sure, it is important to draft job 
descriptions and get your volunteers familiar with the 
internal communication system – but it is (perhaps even 
equally as) important to create an environment in which 
volunteers will have fun and enjoy their work.

One of the ways to achieve this is to create an 
environment where volunteers can easily develop 
personal, emotional, and professional connections. In 
your onboarding process, resources allowing, include 
activities that will cultivate such connections among 
volunteers and between volunteers and staff. 

In order to keep your volunteers happy, it is essential to 
clearly communicate expectations at the very start of 
your work together.
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i v.  Ta s k  D i v i s i o n
The following figure is an example of a basic algorithm of assigning tasks to subordinates.

Stage name Stage idea What exactly a manager should do?

Motivation

Explanation

Verification

Acceptance of 
Responsibility

Notation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Remove possible resistance and 
encourage employee interest to 
the task

Provide detailed explanation of the 
task objective following SMART 
criteria

Ensure that your subordinate 
understands the task exactly as 
you intended

A subordinate confirms that he 
accepted responsibility

Assign the task in written in 
your company task/project 
management software system

Explain why task is important. Describe what will 
happen to the result of an employee’s work at the next 
stage and who and how will be affected. Explain to your 
subordinate why you entrust this task specifically to 
her/him, admit her/his strenghts and echievements. Ask 
the right questions and listen to the answers.

Explain a task in details. Make sure that the task 
objective is specific, measurable, achieveable, result 
oriented and time-bound.

Ask the right questions and listen to the answers

Ask the right questions and listen to the answers

Assign the task in written. Make sure that the written 
task objective meets SMART criteria

Illustration by TWA Consulting
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v.  C o m m u n i c a t e s  
    t h e  p r o g r a m
When your organization begins planning its activities, 
the communication plans need to be prepared since 
successful communication is an ongoing process, not 
a one-time event. Communication is useful since it 
can help get the word out about a new organization, 
renew interest in a long-standing program, or help 
attract new funding sources.

To plan your communication, here are some steps 
to carry out:

1. Find the purpose of your communication. 
Example  : Known in the city or community, 
attract participants or volunteers, educate 
public, events awareness, announce 
achievements, etc

2. List the audience. Understand the audience 
based on their demographics, Geography, 
Behavior, Attitude, preference, and other 
factors that you want to know. The persona 
canvas tools can help you understand the 
audience better.
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3. Drafting the message. Message is the key of communication, 
thus consider these factors such as content, mood, language, 
and design. 

• Content. Create content that matters and is relevant to 
the audience. Here are some example of content writing 
that will help gaining attention: 

 ○ Content that Identify and solve problem. Example: 
“Exhausted from this Pandemic lock down? Let us 
help.”

 ○ Content that create a sense of urgency. Use deadline 
and limited participants.

 ○ Content that Use persuasive words. Use these words: 
Free, Because, Instantly, New, etc

 ○ Content that Write for scanners. Make a headline and 
use subheads or bold phrases

 ○ Content that Provide a call to action. Tell them what 
the next step is. For example, “Visit our website” 
“Bring your friends to get..”

• Language. It is important to understand  how to talk to 
your customers. Whether they use a conversational 
tone or professional one. Make sure that your marketing 
materials are aligned with your brand’s tone. If you are not 
sure with your brand’s tone, you have to define your tone 
by analysing your audience. 

• Channels of communication. Find what media that 
your audience preferred to. Such as: Posters, Fliers and 
brochures, Newsletters, Promotional materials, Owned 
websites and partner’s website, Social media such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, Press releases and press 
conferences, Presentations or presence at local events and 
local and national conferences, fairs, and other gatherings, 
Community or national events, Public demonstrations, 
Music, Exhibits and public art, Movies, Theater and 
interactive theater.

4. Examine internal resources. Some items to consider in 
examining internal resources are: Whether you have the money, 
the people, the tools and technologies to run the program. 

5. Strategize how to connect the media and others who can 
help to spread the message. Establishing relationships with 
individual media representatives and media outlets also with 
influential individuals and institutions in the community is 
a must. To do this, try to make personal contacts, give the 
reasons and logic on why they should help you, and most 
importantly follow through to sustain those relationships to 
let communication channels open.
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v i .  D o c u m e n t a t i o n  
     M a n a g e m e n t

Documentation of the program  is 
very important to help you recall the 
program whenever you need proof 
for pitching or exhibit your activities. 
Make sure you have all types of 
documentation from photography, 
video, artefacts, media release and 
many more. Program manager need to 
describe how the documentation will be 
stored. For example, will it be stored in 
a cloud storage, harddisk, spreadsheet, 
database, hard copies, etc. How will it 
be backed up? How long will it be stored 
for? 

v i i .  M o n i t o r i n g  a n d     
      E v a l u a t i o n

In the monitoring and controlling phase, the program 
manager oversees the process of creating the program They 
will use documentation, such as a communication plan and a 
program timeline, to ensure that the program work is being 
implemented according to the plan.  As a start, you need to 
decide which indicators you will use to measure the success 
of your program. This is a very important step, so you should 
try to involve as many people as possible to get different 
perspectives. You need to choose indicators for each level of 
your program – outputs, outcomes and goals. There can be 
more than one indicator for each level, although you should 
try to keep the total number of indicators manageable. Some 
examples of indicators:

• Number of total participants of the program

• Number of paid participants 

• Number of media covered

• Availability of sponsor and collaborator

Once you have chosen your indicators you need to write a 
definition for each one. The definition describes exactly how 
the indicator is calculated. If you do not have clear definitions 
there is a serious risk that indicators might be calculated 
differently at different times, which means the results cannot 
be compared. Do not forget to set the baseline and the target.
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SUSTAINING Sustaining the scene is the active 
process of establishing the scene’s 
initiative - not only continuing 
the program, but also developing 
relationships, practices, and 
procedures that become a lasting 
part of the scene. Below is 
the checklist that will help you 
analyse the factors that promote 
sustainability from the current 
scene. The uncheck list can be the 
idea of improvement of your scene.
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Vision is created with participating community which accurately reflects community needs & priorities                         √

Partners or stakeholders have reached consensus on vision & outcomes & are ready to act

Vision & outcomes are articulated in logic model

Desired outcomes are defined & used to develop/refine strategies

Initiative is led and/or supported by community members

Priorities reflect needs of community residents & strategies are asset-based

Key stakeholders are involved in developing & implementing strategies

Institutional home exists that ensures continuity of essential functions (e.g. health department, community organization, or trusted local entity)

Champions with skills in strategic thinking, communication, facilitation & influence support initiative

Leadership that includes respected community leaders & residents is shared

Members of leadership team bring influence, commitment & support of their institutions

Leadership is diverse, has learning orientation, defined roles/responsibilities & respects different views

Plans exist for recruiting & orienting new members, as well as succession of formal leaders

Organizations work differently due to partnership, i.e., change missions, strategic plans, budgets, contracts & other activities that address community priorities

Partners influence others outside of coalition to do their work differently and share ideas for change

Partners influence actions of their family, friends & neighbors to create healthy communities.

Factors That Promote Sustainabi l i ty

1.  Vis ion

2.  Community Ownership

3.  Leadership

4.  Distr ibuted Action
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Prioritized community change strategies focus on policy, systems & environments

Short- & long-term wins maintain momentum & engage community while working to change systems

Leaders seek solutions that leverage efforts of different sectors & focus on win-win strategies

Plan is created to secure resources needed to enact Community Action Plan (CAP)

Commitment to multi-year funding exists

Consistent, long-term funding exists, e.g. public/corporate sources, agency budgets, commercial revenue

Leaders leverage in-kind & other funds, including resources from other sectors

Leaders coordinate with funders to maximize flexibility & use committed/potential resources

Based on agreed upon criteria, decisions are made about what should continue to be funded

Evaluation data is used to demonstrate progress, improve/modify programs & decide what to sustain

Information from community helps identify opportunities/risks, make adjustments & test assumptions

Evidence base is reviewed periodically to ensure that community action plans utilize best practices

Factors That Promote Sustainabi l i ty

5.  Strategies Implemented

6.  Funding

7.  Learning Orientat ion
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Key non-health stakeholders (e.g., community planners, environmentalists & city/county government

officials) responsible for implementation help plan strategies

People with appropriate skills, authority & resources to do the work are identified

Structure exists for sharing work with action teams, connecting them to leadership, ensuring they

have appropriate skills/resources & gathering feedback for quality improvement

Coalition plans/facilitates meetings, makes decisions, resolves conflict & communicates effectively

Outside technical expertise/assistance is secured as needed

Communications plan exists for regularly sharing vision, objectives and progress to key stakeholders

At key points, decisions are made about which efforts to continue, based on agreed upon criteria

Shared understanding of sustainability is created to develop priorities & identify key stakeholders

Sustainability plan exists, with agreement on outcomes (may be part of action plan)

Decisions regularly are made about what should be continued & prioritized, based on agreed criteria

Leaders determine how they will continue efforts that deliver on pre-determined priorities

Leaders implement sustainability plan & periodically assesses progress

Factors That Promote Sustainabi l i ty

8.  Implementation

9.  Sustainabi l i ty Planning

Adapted from Wong, E., Norris, T., and Solomon, L. (2009). Kaiser Permanente Community Benefit v4.1.
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Toward a Methodology

The method of research and data collection will be implemented through :

Intended for data collection and data analysis process.

In order to analyze information and data related to the creative scene.

Questionnaires and interview questions.

In order to obtain analysis with stakeholders related to the creative scene.

Including creative scene mapping both nationally (Bandung, Jakarta, Yogyakarta, Malang, 
and Bali) and internationally (Asia) through the AHP and interviews.

Primary data and secondary data.

The document reading

Desk study

Creating Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

In-depth interviews

Collecting primary data

Analyze
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VARIABLES QUESTIONS
SUB

VARIABLES

How do members of this network interlock with each other? How is the network 
configured? How is the stability of this network?

How is the evaluation conducted on this network? How does the decision-making 
process happen? Is there a clue of cooperation and how does it apply? How does the 
transactions happen on the network?

How does communication happen in the network? How does sharing resources 
happen? How transparent is the internal information shared in the network? How 
long is the period of cooperation?

What is the strategy of business model innovation in the network? Does it alter the 
product/price? Change the structure of the network? Or enter a new industry?

How does the process of innovation in business models occur? Please explain 
sequentially!

Is the business model innovation which is happening, changing the industry/consumer 
habits?

What values are exchanged in the network, either in the form of tangible or intangible 
values?

How the value flows on the network, whether vertical/horizontal and direct/indirect?

Inkpen and Tsang (2005); 
Shuman and Twombly (2010)

Bititci et al. (2005); Shuman 
and Twombly (2010); 
Håkansson and Shenota 
(1995)

Shuman and Twombly (2010); 

Giesen et al. (2007)

Frankenberger et al. (2013)

Bucherer et al. (2012)

Weill and Vitale, 2001; 
Komulainen et al. 2006; Wu 
and Zhang, 2009; Palo and 
Tähtinen, 2011

Wu and Zhang, (2009); Weill 
and Vitale (2001)

Structure

Governance

Behavior

Types

Process

Level

Value exchange 

Value flows

NETWORK

INNOVATION

BUSINESS 
MODEL

SOURCE

DOCUMENT READING
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VARIABLES QUESTIONS
SUB

VARIABLES

What is done to increase the value of goods/services on this network?

How is the value that is delivered to the consumer?

What can be gained by the member at the network, either tangible or intangible?

How is scene ability to produce programs or events aimed at a scene member or 
customer / user / target audience?

For scene managers, how ready is the scene in using digital or applied technology to 
support operations and develop local potential?

To strengthen a conducive business climate for creative economy development, is 
there a program such as non-formal vocational training in the Creative Economy 
sector? Plan? Already implemented? 

Whom are the scene managers and members? How are their capacity and their 
positions?

What physical resources does the scene have?

Where are the financial sources that the scene has? Is it routine or not routine?

What are the intellectual resources owned by the scene?

Lepak et al. (2007); Wu and 
Zhang (2009), Lewis (1990)

Wu and Zhang, 2009; 
Berggren and Nacher, 2001; 
Demil and Lecocq, 2010, 
Lewis, 1990

Wu and Zhang, (2009); Johns 
(2006); Bititci et al. 2005), 
Shuman and Twombly, (2010), 
Coff,(1999), Lewis, (1990)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Value creation

Value delivery

Value capture 
(profit)

Capability

Technology

Training

Human

Physical

Financial

Intelectual

VALUE

COMPETENCIES

SOURCE

DOCUMENT READING (extension)

SOURCE
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VARIABLES QUESTIONS
SUB

VARIABLES

Has the scene ever collaborated with the government? In what forms of cooperation 
are considered essential to the success of the scene?

Have you ever collaborated with the private sector? In what forms of cooperation are 
considered essential to the success of the scene?

Has the scene worked with the social community? In what forms of cooperation are 
considered essential to the success of the scene?

Through what media do you cooperate in expanding your network? How much 
appreciation/attention did the scene get from the public that made the scene more 
established?

How extensive is the network and alliance that the scheme has built with external 
parties? and how strong is the relationship?

Is there any cooperation with external parties in order to gain access to financial 
resources?

Carpenter & Nakamoto (1989)
Lieberman & Montgomery 
(1988) 
UNDP (2013)

Carpenter & Nakamoto (1989)
Lieberman & Montgomery 
(1988) 
UNDP (2013)

Carpenter & Nakamoto (1989)
Lieberman & Montgomery 
(1988) 
UNDP (2013)

Carpenter & Nakamoto (1989)
Lieberman & Montgomery 
(1988) 
UNDP (2013)

ICF Kaiser (1997)

ICF Kaiser (1997)

Government 
Participation

Private Sector 
Participation

Civil Society

Media and 
Communications

Network and 
Alliance

Access to
Financial 
Capital Sources

STAKEHOLDERS
SUPPORT

SOURCE

DOCUMENT READING (extension)
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VARIABLES QUESTIONS
SUB

VARIABLES

Does the creative scene provide opportunities for people in the environment around 
the scene to interact / participate in the scene activities? in what form?

Do the activities conducted by the scene have an impact (empowerment) on the 
surrounding community?

Is there any access to universities/ consultants/ communities that can provide non-
formal/ formal vocational training in the creative economy sector, to strengthen a 
business climate that is conducive to the development of the creative economy?

Is there any access available in the environment around the scene that provides 
supporting technology when implementing certain program activities/performances?

Does the scene have access to physical infrastructure when conducting certain 
program activities/performances?

Sasaki (2010)

Sasaki (2010)

Carpenter & Nakamoto (1989)
Lieberman & Montgomery 
(1988) 
UNDP (2013)

Social 
Participation

Empowerment

Education/
Training

Technology 

Supporting
Physical

INFRASTRUCTURE

SOURCE

DOCUMENT READING (extension)

SOCIAL
ENGAGEMENT
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ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY 
PROCESS (AHP)

It was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s and has been advanced since 
then. The method offers a way to investigate a system with a particular ultimate 
goal or an identified problem that needs solving and maps it with all possible 
solutions, called alternatives, along with the criteria to evaluate the alternatives. 
AHP is  believed as one of the best and rational frameworks for decision making 
by quantifying criteria and alternative options, and relating those elements to 
the overall goal. The consistency of the judgements can be measured by the 
Consistency Ratio (CR). If the CR is in excess of 0.1, the judgments are deemed 
unreliable because they are too close to randomness and the exercise lacks in 
value or must be repeated.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method for organizing 
and analyzing complex decisions, using math and psychology.
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DEFINING
the decision 
problem

DEVELOPING
a conceptual 
framework

SETTING
up the decision 
hierarchy

COLLECTING
data from 
experts

EMPLOYING
the pair-wise
comparison

ESTIMATING
relative weights 
of elements

CALCULATING
the degree of 
consistency

CALCULATING
the mean 
relative weights

Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4

GOAL

Developing
a conceptual 
framework

Employing
the pair-wise 
comparison

1 2 3

8

4 5

67

Figure 8. AHP Method Process
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The result from desk study and preliminary research have informed 
the AHP arrangement for this research as identified as follows.

Figure 9 . AHP arrangement for research 
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Creative Scene 
Index Result 

A. OVERALL  ASSESMENT
With a CR level of 0.00644, network and 
resources became some of the most important 
components for the creative scene. Meanwhile, 
business models and stakeholder support are 
components that tend to be less important when 
compared to innovation, value, competencies, 
social engagement and infrastructure.

Network

Priorities with respect to :

Inconsistency = 0,00644
With 0 missing judgements

GOAL : Component of the Creative Scene

Innovation

Business Model

Value

Competencies

Resources

Social Engagement

Stakeholders Support

Resources

.140

.062

.134

.129

.106

.127

.139

.064

.098

Figure 10. Creative Scene Index result : Overall Assesment
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B. INTERNAL DIMENSION
In establishing networks, the behavior in nurturing interaction between members and decision-
making process with the practical implementation are considered more important than the 
structure of the scene itself. Behavior explains the way in which members of the network act 
toward each other. This includes active communication, sharing of resources, transparency in 
internal information, and length of collaboration. Thus, to drive the growth of the creative scene, 
champions of the scene need to be managed and norms manage how members behave. Informal 
code among members help maintain the desirable behavior.

Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Networking

Structure

Governance

Behavior

Inconsistency = 0,0001
With 0 missing judgements

.142

.401

.457

Figure 11. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Networking
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The process of innovation is considered as an important factor compared to the type of business 
model innovation and how far the level of innovation influences the business model. Process 
innovation explains a set of interrelated activities when transforming the business model. This 
includes innovation stages which consist of Initiation, Ideation, Integration, and Implementation. To 
make sure the result and impact of the innovation, the process needs to be facilitated. More formal 
structure on managing the process could help, however champions or managers need to make sure 
the structure would not hamper the willingness of members to be involved in the process  and 
even limit the creativity of the member. A number of creative approaches such as design thinking 
or design sprint could help the process to be more structured.

Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Innovation

Types

Process

Level

Inconsistency = 0,01
With 0 missing judgements

.182

.625

.193

Figure 12. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Innovation
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Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Business Model

Value Exchange

Value Flows

Inconsistency = 0
With 0 missing judgements

.615

.385

In regard to the business model and and sustainability of the scene, the value exchange among 
scene members and with customers/users/target audiences is considered more important than the 
value flow. Value exchange explains the worth of something, tangibles and intangibles, expressed 
in terms of the worth of network members and customers. This includes product, service, data/
information, right, exposure, content, knowledge, strategic capability, revenue, and cost sharing. 
Members of the scene value the result over process. This would be considered a good sign that 
members of the scene have a tendency to be productive and result oriented.

Figure 13. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Business Model
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Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Value

Value Creation

Value Delivery

Value Capture 
(Profit)

Inconsistency = 0,00237
With 0 missing judgements

.401

.387

.212

In terms of value, value creation (as an action/performance that can increase the value of the offer) 
is a factor considered more important than the value delivery and economic value. Value creation 
is defined as the execution of a program that increases the worth of product/service  from the 
scene’s activities. Value creation includes tangible and intangible values. This result is predictable 
and consistent with the creative scene’s development objectives: increase engagement among 
member, exchange knowledge and information, foster collective action, induce collaboration, 
encourage capacity building and community building and/or contribute impact to society.

Figure 14. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Value
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Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Competence

Capability

Technology

Training

Inconsistency = 0,02
With 0 missing judgements

.441

.235

.324

In developing competence, capability is a factor considered more important than training and 
technology. Capability defined as capital obtained from the expertise of scene members. The more 
capable the member, the higher the possibility that the scene will grow. Thus, capacity building and 
knowledge transfer from experienced members to the other member is really important.

Figure 15. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Competence
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Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Value

Human

Physical

Financial

Intelectual

Inconsistency = 0,00282
With 0 missing judgements

.351

.333

.159

.157

In the use of resources, human resources (both managers and members of the scene) and intellectual 
resources (such as certifications, patents, databases, etc.) are factors considered more important 
than financial and physical resources. This finding is consistent with the previous findings about 
the importance of member’s capabilities. Moreover, despite all the shortage in terms of financial 
and physical resources, creative scene’s still can perform as long as they have good resources in 
human capital and skill/knowledge. 

Figure 16. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Resources
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Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Social Engagement

Social Participation

Empowerment

Inconsistency = 0
With 0 missing judgements

.445

.235

In social engagement, empowerment that can improve living standards and basic welfare is a 
factor considered more important than social participation. This indicates that the creative scene 
emphasizes action and result, with or without involvement of the stakeholder. This kind of action 
could lead to positive and consistent movement of the creative scene despite all the challenges, in 
resources and/or minimal appreciation.

Figure 17. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Social Engagement
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C. EXTERNAL DIMENSION
In obtaining support from stakeholders, building broad and strong networks and alliances and support from social community are 
considered more important than government participation, private sector participation, media and communication, and access 
to financial resources. This leads to the thinking that the creative scene tends to be independent and does not highly depend 
on support from government, private sector, media and financial institutions. They believe that networks could give them more 
valuable impact, thus building and maintaining networks has become their critical concern.

Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Support from Stakeholders

Government 
Participation

Private Sector 
Participation

Media & 
Communication

Network & 
Alliance

Access to Financial 
Capital Sources

Civil Society

Inconsistency = 0,00254
With 0 missing judgements

.094

.165

.124

.274

.159

.184

Figure 18. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Support from Stakaholders
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In obtaining infrastructure support, training/education (such as non-formal / formal vocational training in the 
Creative Economy sector) is considered more important than infrastructure support in the form of technology 
(such as communication, computers,  labs, servers, music production equipment, audio visual equipment, software, 
hardware for creative purposes) as well as physical infrastructure in organizing certain program activities/
performances. This finding corroborate the objective of the creative scene development.

Priorities with respect to :
GOAL : Infrastructure

Education/
Training

Technology 
Supporting

Physical

Inconsistency = 0,00005
With 0 missing judgements

.418

.294

.244

Figure 19. Creative Scene Index result of Internal Dimension : Infrastructure
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THE FACTOR SHAPING THE ACCELERATION 
OF CREATIVE SCENES 

Variable to Assess

NO. VARIABLES DESCRIPTION

 Any restricted groups or organisations or actors that are interconnected with the structures, governances, 
and unique behaviours that are strategically important to participating members

A process of valuable exchange in part or all of the activities, resources, and capabilities within the 
network business model, which happen in different types and levels

The representation of how actors in the network exchange value and manage the flow of value 

The expected output of business model innovation in the network that created and delivered for customer 
for maximum value captured for the network member

The strength possessed by the member to grow the scene together

Describing the most important assets needed to make a the scene work, this could be human, intellectual, 
physical and financial

Effort to increase inclusivity and involve the greater society to participate in the activities of the scene 

Assistance from government, private sector, community, academy and media to the scene

Physical and organizational structures and facilities valuable for the operation of the  scene coming from 
outside of the scene

Networks

 
Business Model
Innovation

Business Model

Value

Competencies

Resources

Social Engagement

Stakeholder support

Infrastructure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

INTERNAL FACTORS

EXTERNAL FACTORS
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This book is intended for creative actor 
who wants to start building creative 

scene or exploring different practice in 
creative scene which are sustained.
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CREATIVE 
SCENES 
IN ACTION
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Ruang MES 56
(For Stakeholder Support Component)

Ruang MES 56 is a collective artist community, established to foster the development of photography and the 
contemporary art ecosystem. The space that they collectively nurtured, is the main hub which serves as a studio, 
classroom, playground and residency, which makes the community close knitted such like a family. Some significant 
development happened when Ruang Mes 56 received grant support from the Indonesian Creative Economy Agency 
(BEKRAF) back in 2019. The grant consisted of two funds; first was used to renovate the physical building and the 
remaining to equip the facility. From then on, they restructured the community into two sections, the program section 
and the business section (called Agency 56), which are managed under a board of executives which consist of program 
director, business unit director, and administrative director. This arrangement has enabled the community better 
structured to grow and more sustainably to run even more collaborations and new programs. 

Figure 20. Ruang MES 56 (Picture credit : Ruang MES 56)
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Festival Film Dokumenter (FFD)
(For Infrastructure Component)

Established in 2002, FFD was the first documentary film festival in Indonesia and SouthEast Asia. Focusing on 
exhibition and education, FFD aims to  make documentary films to be more accessible by the public. To make it happen 
they developed various programs such as screening, archiving, training, and workshop by utilizing the network with 
innovative program delivery. Availability of the infrastructure plays a vital role in FFD’s development. They actively 
engage and collaborate with educational institutions and local universities. They also regularly use the cultural hub 
managed by the local government for the physical infrastructure. With a well equipped and accessible infrastructure 
to both the wider general public and other creative players has enabled FFD to further foster their impact on society.

Figure 21. Festival Film Dokumenter (FFD)  (Picture credit : FFD)
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ASKARA KOLEKTIF
(For Value Component)

Aksara Kolektif, one of the organizational communities providing a collective platform for creative players to run a 
project. Focusing on fostering cross disciplinary sharing knowledge and collaboration among the creative players, 
Aksara Kolektif work to expand their impact internationally. Among all the programs, the online radio streaming  with 
the Japan Radio partner is one of the examples that opens wider opportunities for the local players to post and share 
content about Indonesian music ecosystem. The Middle East is one of the Askara Kolektif target areas to engage and 
introduce Indonesian musical landscape. Despite this international opportunity the performance spaces are provided 
as well to create collaborative events that create various value exchanges. 

Figure 22. Askara Kolektif  (Picture credit : Askara Kolektif)
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Perhimpunan Fotografer Bali (PFB) 
(For Network Component)

Bali Photographer Association (PFB) was established on 14 June 1984 by a group of Bali-based photographers with the objectives of knowledge 
sharing and skills development in relation to photography. On the same day PFB also officially joined FPSI (Federasi Perkumpulan Senifoto 
Indonesia) or the Indonesian Federation of Photographic Arts Association. In 2010, the founders decided that the organisation needed to be 
more formalised. They began to create the organisation’s statutes and bylaws, and appointed the board of advisors of senior photographers, 
chairman, vice chairman, secretary, treasury, PR, and other divisions. The organisation maintains an annual general meeting for the members 
as their main event, but they also hold monthly meetings to discuss and evaluate the day-to-day activities of the scene. Currently the 
organisation has over 300 listed members. 

Interaction was done through social media and email communication. In the events, they invited senior photographers, local based 
professional photographers, as well as journalists to share their experiences. The members of the scene come from various backgrounds, 
such as photographers for weddings, amateur photographer enthusiasts, and also journalists. However, the central interest of the scene is 
art photography. There has always been exchange of ideas, information, and knowledge in the events that they hold, although they used to 
conduct the meetings offline. Nowadays with utilization of technology and social media, they are able conduct the events online.

Figure 23. Bali Photographer Association  (Picture credit : Bali Photographer Association)
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BALE BENGONG
(For Social Inclusion Component)

Initially established in 2007, the scene was created as a media blog for the general public since they believed there was a lack of 
access for journal writing. The founders were journalists of a number of the mainstream media. They established a legal form of the 
organisation as Yayasan Suaka Institut (Suaka Institute Foundation). The purpose of the scene is for the people to gain information 
and to share information. The organisers of the scene consist of six persons but the contributors of the website have reached over 
900 people. 

The topics for the content are mainly about social, cultural, and environmental issues in Bali. One of the predominant activities of Bale 
Bengong is Kelas Jurnalis Warga (Citizen Journalism Class), which has the objective to encourage the people to be more confident in 
writing online journal articles. Not only that, in the last five years the scene has held classes on digital literacy and digital security to 
answer the issues of online security breach, hoax, etc. 

The scene encourages social participation of the people by contributing to the platform in two ways. The first is a redactional term 
in the form of written articles, photos, videos, and ideas. And the second is non-redactional terms in the form of collaboration with 
the people in creating events and programmes. So far, the contribution has given the chance for the people to expand their ideas, to 
broaden the perceptions, as well as there have also been cases of welfare impacts in the community. 

Figure 24. Balebengong (Picture credit : Balebengong)
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Extreme Moshpit
(For Business Model Component)

Established in 2007, Extreme Moshpit is an underground music channel that was initially run as a radio program. Now it is a hub that 
accommodates underground musicians in promoting their music through audio and visual.

Tangible and/or intangible value exchange among scene members, customers, users, and target audiences can be seen in the context 
of product, service, data, information, rights, exposure, content, knowledge, strategic capability, revenue, and cost sharing. As a hub 
or forum, Extreme Moshpit serves to facilitate exchange of information, insights, and ideas, among members of the scene. It also 
provides the network as an intangible form of value owned by each member, audiences, and other communities. Meanwhile, tangible 
value exchange in Extreme Moshpit includes financial revenue, even though it is not the main objective, as Extreme Moshpit has 
started to do commercial activities.

The value flow on the scene can be vertical and horizontal. In Extreme Moshpit, intangible value exchange such as information sharing, 
delivery and networking occur horizontally among the scene members. However, the tangible value exchange in the form of revenue 
or income occurs vertically.

Figure 25. Extreme Moshpit (Picture credit : Extreme Moshpit)
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GUDSKUL
(For Business Model Innovation Component)

The scene consists of three ‘more grown up’ collectives, which are Serrum, Ruang Rupa, and Grafis Huru Hara. Serrum and Ruang Rupa 
were established in 2004 and 2015 respectively. They moved to Pancoran area, Jakarta, and created Gudang Sarinah Ekosistem. They 
lasted for two years in the location and in 2017 moved to their current location. Within the transition process the idea of creating 
Gudskul (School of Collective Study) transpired, and now the members reached more than sixty active members.  

The scene’s events revolve around exhibitions, workshops, classes, discussions, and music performances, which also have been 
commercially marketed. Their clients range from curators, private sectors, individuals, and also educational establishments. The 
innovation process in the scene comes in the form of collaborations. However, the focus of the scene is working in the artistic area, 
particularly in the graphic design of a project. There are various bodies that they have collaborated with, some examples are with 
the government agencies (Ministry of Manpower, Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, Ministry of Education, and cultural 
heritage associations), as well as a number of universities in Jakarta (University of Indonesia, Jakarta Institute of Art, and Jakarta State 
University). And for promoting the events, they also have collaborated with electronic and digital media such as TVRI, TV One, and 
detik.com. 

Figure 26. Gudskul  (Picture credit : Gudskul)
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Komunitas Salihara
(For Resources Component)

Scene members include curators, program division, education division, communication division, rental division, theater 
division, technician division, and finance division with capabilities tailored to their respective divisions.

The financial sources mainly from ticket sales, classes, performances, and venue renting. Funds are also obtained from 
NGOs grants and sponsors to run programs or events.

Physical resources include building (guesthouse) and various other facilities (dance studio, dance studio, and other 
studios). Meanwhile, intellectual resources include certifications and databases (digital or physical).

Figure 27. Komunitas Salihara  (Picture credit : Komunitas Salihara)
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Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran 
(For Competencies Component)

Kemayoran Jazz Community has been in operation for 16 years and is a scene that has the experiences and ability to produce 
weekly programs or events for their members, customers, and target audiences. The creed of the Kemayoran Jazz community in 
conducting the events are availability of equipment and small costs.
The dynamic of technology changes and developments force the scene to also have to adapt in using digital or applied technology to 
support their operations and develop their potential. Currently, Kemayoran Jazz Community has run programs which also intersect 
with technology, either for recording or managing social media.
Programs like non-formal vocation or training have been carried out by the Jazz Kemayoran community, for example workshops 
and classes to learn Jazz music for free. Paid only for those who want to learn advanced materials (commercial aspect of the Jazz 
Kemayoran community).

Figure 28. Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran  (Picture credit : Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran)
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CREATIVE 
SCENES PROFILE
This section explores creative scenes focusing on 
art, music, film, art performances from 5 cities in 
Indonesia (Bandung, Jakarta, Malang, Jogjakarta dan 
Bali) and 4  countries (Cambodia, Malaysia, Vietnam, 
and Thailand). Interview was conducted to the 
creative scene committee using variables from the 
model explained in the previous section.
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Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

1. FORUM LENTENG
 Forum Lenteng a non-profit egalitarian community created in 2003 by communication students, artists, 
researchers, and cultural observers, as the freedom of making media was expanding with the Reformation Era 
and as Indonesia was decentralizing. Forum Lenteng was established to decentralize and develop knowledge 
on media and visual art of its members, by doing production, documentation, research, and open distribution. 
On the other hand, the community realized that appreciation was missing in the ecosystem of cinema in 
Indonesia, and Forum Lenteng works to fill this void with writings, critics, and events. The development of this 
knowledge then becomes the foundation for the community to discuss social issues through art and media. 
Forum Lenteng triggers the participation and initiatives of communities from all over the archipelago so that 
they can produce and distribute their own knowledge and information and create their own media centers. 
After twelve years of existence, Forum Lenteng has evolved by developing many programs with support 
and cooperation from various institutions and communities (government, universities, etc.) in Indonesia and 
internationally, such as the yearly ARKIPEL International Documentary and Experimental Film Festival.

community (non-profit)

100

WEB : forumlenteng.org, arkipel.org, akumasa.org, sudji.org, visualjalanan.org, journalfootag.id 
IG : @FORUMLENTENG, @MILISIFILM, @VISUALJALANAN. @ARKIPEL.  

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Figure 29. Profil : Forum Lenteng  (Picture credit : Forum Lenteng)
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• Simple structure but more fluid
• Monthly and annual meetings with an egalitarian system

• Annually based on previous year’s evaluation (internal and external) and current topics and issues regarding 
visual arts and so on

• Initial concept → meeting → fundraising → ongoing event → evaluation

• Tells a film or visual
• Delivering that we cannot look back (old films) 
• Physical resources, knowledge, awareness (both team and individual)

• Knowledge, family and friendship, data/information/ knowledge about visual anthropology
• Information flow only

• Technology readiness: standard for projects
• No training program

• Human : Managers and members
• Financial : Membership fees / submission of proposals to the ministry
• Physical : building by contract
• Knowledge : about 1500 films, books and art visuals, certification as a judge for domestic and foreign events

• A need from the social community in terms of event documentation
• Sharing knowledge and trust in running events

• 
• Government (funds), private sector (relations), social society (documentation), print and electronic media 

(network expansion), inter-community alliances (relations)

• Access to universities/consultants/communities (speakers)

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 
Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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2. GUDSKUL
Gudskul is a non-profit community and results of three other collectives, which are Serrum, Ruang Rupa, and 
Grafis Huru (respectively established in 2006, 2004, and 2015). In 2015 these organizations moved to the 
Pancoran area, Jakarta, and created Gudang Sarinah Ekosistem, where they remained for two years. In 2017 
they moved again to their current location. Within the transition process, the idea of creating Gudskul (School of 
Collective Study) transpired, and now the scene reaches more than sixty active members. The scene’s activities 
revolve around exhibitions, workshops, classes, discussions, and more recently music performances, which also 
have been commercially marketed. Their audience range from curators, private sectors, individuals, and also 
educational institutions. The innovation process in the scene comes in the form of collaborations. Benefiting 
from a grant from the Ford Foundation, Gudskul still was confronted with the question of its sustainability. For 
this reason, the community has been working on commercial commissions such as murals, logos, and design 
among others.  It also develops other commercial activities such as space for creative enterprises, a shop, a 
café, a canteen and offers 26 spaces for rent for artists. Besides, the site offers offline classes, administrative 
handling, galleries, studios, and an auditorium for concerts. Gudskul collaborates with various government 
agencies as well as several universities, mainly in Jakarta. It works closely with electronic and digital media to 
promote its events.

community (non-profit)

60

WEB : gudskul.art  

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

Figure 30. Profil : Gudskul  (Picture credit : Gudskul)
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• Monthly meetings to evaluate activities and plan future potential activities
• Opportunities and responsibilities according to each individual skill 

• Different programs (exhibitions, workshops, classes, discussions, music events) for different audience 
(curators, corporate, individu, even formal schools) 

• Intangible: expanding portfolio and management capabilities
• Tangible: space to improve skills and facilitate creative process 

• Not only about art but also connecting the urban, city administration, community, residents (complement 
each other)

• Information flow and money flow 

• Sharing session, collaborate with Jogja artists
• Readiness technology: very well prepared (both digital and applied technology) 

• Human:  management and members
• Financial: open donations and proposals submissions to companies and governments
• Physical: 2 floors building that includes collective studio, class, administration, and gallery
• Intellectuals: 5 legal vehicle (Gudskul Study Collective Foundation, the Ruang Rupa Foundation, the Serrum 

Association, PT Serrum, PT Ruang Usaha Kreatif) and certified curating assessor (personal member) 
 

• Cooperation with other communities 
 
 
 
Government (sponsor), private sector (participation), social society (participation), print and electronic 
media (rarely) 

• Access to universities/consultants/communities 
• Rental equipment for events

Network

 
Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 
Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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3. SANDWICH ATTACK
Sandwich Attack was created in 2015 in Tangerang as no forum existed to facilitate various creative activities 
of the city at that time. It started with a café that gathered two scenes: a music community (Ganggu Tetangga) 
and an online local product bazaar (Pasar Duniawi). Sandwich Attack was first involved in the culinary industry, 
then the spot became a well-known hangout spot. It started branding activities and awareness to collaborate 
with commercial sponsors and became an umbrella that fosters organic interaction of creative scenes. Sandwich 
Attack works to empower the local communities, to facilitate the groups or people who do not own space and 
are inclusive to all kinds of arts or industry, “as long as the impact is good for the community”.
In the beginning, Sandwich Attack lacked a good sound system and struggled to find money to cover its rent 
expenses. Today, it owns a good sound system, projectors, and screen and can even rent bigger places such as a 
mall for bigger events. In 2021, Sandwich Attack plans to open a new branch, and will legally become a limited 
company (PT).

Hub

14 independent communities

IG: @sandwichattack_

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

Figure 31. Profil : Sandwich Attack  (Picture credit : Sandwich Attack)
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• Discussions among members to come up with potential new ideas 

• Merchandise making and culinary business
• Nurture  inclusiveness and cooperation of communities member 

• Consistency
• Collaboration: objective → effectiveness → profitable 

• Brand awareness and space
• Cross-sector collaboration (music, film, poetry, cycling, bazaar) creates its own lure for the various creative 

communities in the city.
• Product flow, information flow, money flow 

• Technology readiness: social media for program/event boosting
• 2 types of workshop models: (i) paid and (ii)  free 

• Human: managers (community relations, managerial, daily operations)
• Physical: space (rental), event logistics (sound system, projector, screen, LED)
• Intellectual: on process in legalazing to become Limited Corporation 

• Empowering local craftsmen in events 
• Space for expression and interaction 

 
 
 
private sector (sponsors), social community (leather craftsmen), alliances (fellow communities to create 
common activities together) 
 
occasional rent as per event requirement

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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4. KOMUNITAS SALIHARA
 Komunitas Salihara is a private multidisciplinary art center that was established in 2008 by Goenawan Mohamad, 
a renowned journalist and former chief of Tempo magazine, that was banned by the New Order government 
in 1994 because of political pressures. At that time, journalists, writers, intellectuals, and artists from Tempo 
established a community that became well-known to manage large-scale and international events. After a 
decade, it continues to develop a flourishing creative scene. To accommodate the expansion of these activities, 
the founders took the initiative to build a separate community, Komunitas Salihara. It aims to foster freedom of 
thought and expression, to respect difference, and to grow and support artistic and intellectual diversity and 
innovation. Komunitas Salihara maintains its financial stability from ticket sales, class fees, performances, and 
venue rent. Funds are also obtained from NGOs grants and independent patrons to run programs or events. 
Komunitas Salihara collaborates with various Indonesian and international organizations and institutions.

Performing Arts

50

WEB: salihara.org  
IG: komunitas_salihara, 
hangout.salihara, studio musik salihara 

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

Figure 32. Profil : Komunitas Salihara  (Picture credit : Komunitas Salihara)
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• Decision making in monthly meeting 
• Transparency and interaction 

• Performances, classes, and seminars, as well as other educational programs
• Salihara “Go Online”
• Marketing and sales innovation riding on the trend
• The development happens not only for the scene but also consumers that allows the education of new 

creative works and ideas 

• Provide new exploration to new original work or ideas in the academic and artistic domain by means of 
classes, workshops or performances

• Convenient place 

• In accordance with the vision of educating the public with easy access to ideas and works for general 
entertainment and simple enjoyment

• The exchange of value is long-term (in a form of inspiring class or program and getting feedback in the form 
of a new idea or thought) 

• Information flow and money flow 

• From audiences perspective, the scene offered distinctive, unusual and rare genre in Jakarta
• Technology Readiness is considered very much ready. The scene developed plans since very early  

• Human: curator, program division, education division, communication division, rental division, theater 
division, technical division and finance division. Team appointment is merit based

• Financial: class and show ticket sales
• Physical: buildings, guest houses, dance studios, and other studios
• Intellectual: certifications, databases, archiving (both digital and physical) 

• close cooperation with other communities in running the program/event 
 
 

• Government (sponsorship), media (sponsorship), social society (salihara building), alliances (built on 
contemporary art), access to finance 

• Rent for event with more demanding requirement if necessary

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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5. KELAS PAGI

It was started with a bunch of friends hanging out and discussing photography. Eventually in 2006, one of 
them, Anton Ismael, a professional photographer, decided to create morning classes where they would share 
knowledge for free. The idea is that knowledge about photography is not exclusive and can be learned. The 
team and the members contribute to these activities. Since then there have been 12 batches of class, which 
represent more than 1,000 people. The activity focused on education and the artistic aspect of photography. 
In 2016, the community realized that it needed steady funds to support its activities, hence they started to 
monetize their activities. By then, Kelas Pagi had a fixed management team and developed the commercial 
aspect of photography through the potential of its own members. In 2017, Kelas Pagi launched classes with 
fees on Sunday, and it benefited from the network of its founder to create links with the industry. Media 
thus became a commercial portfolio as well, through merchandising, workshops, etc. However, the community 
remains very organic and now still work independently. Kelas Pagi is not only in Jakarta but also in other cities 
including Jogja, and Papua.

Photography (Education)

36,000 followers
 
IG: @kelaspagijkt 
Youtube: kelas pagi channel

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

Figure 33. Profil : Kelas Pagi  (Picture credit : Kelas Pagi)
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• Communication, engagement, and feedback 
• Evaluating and making decisions involving members to cultivate sense of belonging to enable  organization 

regeneration 
 
From having similar hobbies and interests in photography and visual arts to become an independent 
innovative community that has strong cash flow and proper management team 

• Regular training and workshops
• Education program most particularly in photography and visual arts 

• Knowledge sharing and assistance on commercial side
• Product flow, information flow, and money flow 

• Based on the needs of its members.
• Technology readiness is considered very much ready to adopt emerging technology, as photography / visual 

arts embrace new form of new technology 
• 2 model of workshop: paid and free  

• Human: team leader, team leader assistant, content maker, media management, merchandise and design
• Financial: sales of merchandise, paid classes 
• Physical: office, studios, videography-related equipment (lighting projectors, sound systems, etc.)
• Intellectual: portfolio and database (both photographer and client) 

• Work with local residents in coordinating local issues, compiling a book (including photos and narrations)
• Collaborate with prominent creative communities (for example Ruangrupa, the graffiti community) 

 
 

• Government (projects such as in museum visualization), the private sector (sponsorship), social communities 
(coastal communities where the scene provide guidance to friends on the coast for basic skill in 
photography), Media (TV, Print, and electronic media) 

• Depends on the running program 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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6. KOMUNITAS JAZZ KEMAYORAN (KJK)
KJK is an inclusive community that was established on 17 March 2004 in Kemayoran Jakarta. The founder, Beben, 
held rehearsals and open mike events every Wednesday with a few close friends at his home. At that time, jazz 
was considered as music for the upper social class, but Kemayoran was in a lower medium class neighborhood 
at that time. All the activities were held in Kemayoran until 2019: free weekly workshops on Thursday and free 
monthly events all under the creed of “Jazz for all”, cherished by Beben who sees Jazz as means of building 
friendship, comradeship and companionship. KJK also has an educational mission as Beben Jazz Music Courses 
offer music classes open for all publics. KJK also realizes that many people, especially young people, want to 
enjoy jazz music, follow their passion and make their living out of this passion

music

Approximately 1,000

IG: @komunitasjazzkemayoran

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Jakarta

Figure 34. Profil : Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran  (Picture credit : Komunitas Jazz Kemayoran)
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• Close linkage with members 
• Interaction and complementary activities. 

• 4 important points: movie watching - workshop - jumpstation event - show and performances. 
• 3 creed: Jazz for Jazz, Jazz for life, Jazz for spirit
• KJK itself is like a factory that produces great musicians coming from street singers 
• Build member’s character  

• Regularly conducts free training and opens music classes that are usually followed by many people
• Jazz is music for the upper middle class but basically jazz can be enjoyed by all walks of society 
• Knowledge sharing and close involvement of its members 

• “Jazz Untuk Semua” means everyone is open to enjoy Jazz
• Learning within various music community, particularly senior musicians who have a lot of experience
• Product flow, information flow, and money flow 

• A place for appreciation of music
• Technology readiness is considered quite ready as music intersects with technological development
• The training/workshops/classes: free Jazz class (1), and if anyone wants to take more serious learning there 

are paid classes (2) as the commercial arm for the creative scene 

• Human: initially there was a structured organization. However it did not work for everybody, so the 
concept now is an open structure

• Financial: members fee and sponsorship
• Physical: halls (private space), perform equipment
• Intellectual: award for playing Jazz for 31 hours non-stop 

• Local community is engaged to jazz classes (activity called Sastra Kalimalang) 
 
 

• Private sector (location), social community (street music institute, Sastra Kalimalang), TV, printed media, 
Youtube 

• Training/workshop with academics
• Technology vendor 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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1. EXTREME MOSHPIT
Established in 2007-2008, Extreme Moshpit was initially a program 
on CBL radio that aired for 1 year. In 2011-2019 the program was 
broadcasted on OZ radio (a well known commercial radio in Bandung 
city). Along the way, they initiated a website. Now they are an 
independent community. In 2016, Extreme Moshpit created EM TV on 
Youtube, and it is still active to date. They have their own structure as 
a collective and coordinating organization for the underground hard 
music community in promoting their works through audio and visual 
media. The founder is Kang Eben, and 2 teams work on 2 different 
mediums which are TV and radio. EM defines itself as a community 
media, an organic organization that shares events and facilitates a 
healthy discussion with all the members. Through this activity, the 
community gets more exposure. EM then hosted various important 
events.
Membership was initially participatory, but now as EM positions itself in 
the industry, it has thousands of subscribers on social media. Its Radio 
channel is more intense (on air 12 hours a day), almost 12 programs 
on digital TV, and various scenes. They acknowledge that they share 
most on EM talk show on TV. Its main value is information, its core is 
comedy. The broadcasts are not script-based so that the discussion 
is fluent. Extreme Moshpit’s specialty is broadcast production and is 
funded by its founder (private). A sponsorship scheme was started in 
2019 with Philip Morris.

Music

Approximately 200 (participants)

extrememoshpit.tv (Website), extrememoshpit (IG)  

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bandung

Figure 35. Profil : Extreme Moshpit   
(Picture credit : Extreme Moshpit)
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• Sharing media with members
• Organic networking  (same interests) 

• Business model innovation
• Presenting visuals works and live performances  

• Consistent with idealism
• Adapt with the environment to increase audience literacy
• Strong branding strategy and program uniqueness to increase the value
• Value delivery was initially through radio broadcast programs, now available on other media such as Youtube, Website 

(Extreme Moshpit TV)
• Information, knowledge, and networks are the value that can be gained by the members 
• Revenue from merchandise and cooperation with external party  

• Information exchange among its members and other communities, including public
• Information, insights, networking, and ideas are the intangible values that are most strongly exchanged by members. 

• Digital and applied technology
• Training and workshops
• Internship 

• Financial: come from private funds, merchandise sales, and cooperation funds with external parties (starting in 2019).
• Physical: - the building which is currently used as a studio, office, and basecamp is owned by founder; - some of 

equipments 
• Intellectual: have patent and owned copyrights on behalf of the founder. 

• Open for local communities and students to take part in an annual internship program (including film, digital, and graphics 
area). 

• Communities that are involved can have exposure to expand their networking,  gain knowledge and insight through 
programs held by Extreme Moshpit.

Network

 
Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• No cooperation with government agencies yet. However, in 2016, they had a special broadcast, an interview with the then 
mayor of Bandung, Ridwan Kamil.

• Collaboration with other major parties both national and international such as Bandung Berisik, Hammersonic, Phillip 
Morris, and media. 

• The collaborations and cooperation are considered important to strengthen the networking and consistency as a forum for 
underground musicians; and to expand their audience 

• The training program is still in the planning and drafting stages. However, the host of Extreme Moshpit has been invited as 
a speaker for several events from other communities

• Having access to the provision of supporting technology and physical infrastructure that is not available through the 
existing networks

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Bandung

2. PANGAUBAN KARINDING
In 2008, Karinding Attack was established as a band that combined metal music and Karinding (Sundanese 
traditional harp). The traditional musician Kimung eventually became a celebrity. Karinding Attack develop a 
system, bringing independent underground spirit, with an independent economic approach, old music revival, 
preservation of historic traditions, and built the infrastructure that was lacking for Karinding musicians (crew, 
record label, media, etc.). Although there were hundreds of groups playing Karinding in West Java, people only 
knew about Karinding after the Karinding Attack. In 2013, the number of performances started to decrease 
as the musicians turned to other activities. Later on it became active again, but no scene existed yet to 
facilitate the interest. Pangabuan Karinding was originally established in 2017 as a media to promote the 
music (pangaubanKarinding.com). Then it grew to coordinate sharing knowledge, work, and music creation. 
In doing so, Pangabuan Karinding answers the need for an infrastructure for Karinding players, raising their 
awareness about the need for a good sound system, recording, and documentation, supporting the appreciation 
of their work, as well as their empowerment through educational program about event management and band 
management that began in 2019.
 
The initial idea of Kimung, the founder, was to provide a scene for Karinding but without a central figure 
attached, so that the movement can continue even without the initial founder. Pangabuan Karinding is a 
platform that is meant to become reference for Karinding groups. A collective movement that is stronger than 
individuals, with an independent spirit. Until now, the structure is still work in process. They acknowledged that 
they would prefer to remain a non-profit organization. On the other hand, the members also need a structure 
that can support them financially.  After publishing a book about the history of Karinding, Kimung and his 
crew planned to do a recording with bands from various genres (pop, punk, metal, folk, etc.) that already had 
their unique sounds and combined it with sounds made of bamboo instruments (Karinding celempung, suling, 
and angklung). The first Karinding compilation was funded by the two founders, Kimung and Dini. A Festival, 
Karinding’s Day Out, was created in 2019.
 
Still, there is a lot to do: Pangabuan Karinding does not have regular funds (although funded occasionally with 
government grants or commissioned work), nor does it own a venue. Pangabuan Karinding also has to work on 
patents for their products. However, they now have their own record label, Paratuan Record, but no recording 
studio yet. In this context, collaboration with other communities and actors is essential. Members share their 
skills and equipment. They utilize Kimung’s and other members’ networks.

DESCRIPTION :
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• The network in Pangauban Karinding is quite strong, because (1) there are a lot of musical artists using the 
Karinding instrument in Bandung; (2) strong networking among artists that formed Karinding communities; 
(3) regular meetings for job evaluations, programs, events and products; as well as sharing of ideas and 
resources

• Pangauban Karinding emerged as a medium that accommodates these communities so that the existing 
network can be well managed to promote the art of Karinding.

• The principles of kinship (kekeluargaan?), transparency, open communication, sharing of information and 
knowledge are considered important to strengthen the Skena 

• Business innovation due to the lack of human and physical resources such as trying to sell clothes and 
knick-knacks or karinding 

• To broaden the appreciation of Karinding and create programs that established Karinding as an musical 
genre

• To deliver the values   in programs or events, thus the audiences receive new knowledge and experiences. 
Meanwhile, members get the awareness and wider network access

• The values   of historical knowledge, tradition and art of Karinding are  values   that are often exchanged 
between members

Network

Innovation

Value

INTERNAL ASPECTS

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

music

70

IG  : Pangaubankarinding
WEB  : www.pangaubankarinding.com, 
YOUTUBE  :   KIM CORE, Pangauban 
Karinding

Figure 36. Profil : Pangauban Karinding  (Picture 
credit : Pangauban Karinding)
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• Network gets new network 

• The capabilities and competencies are adequate in terms of networking, technology and local potential, but not in 
human resources management and physical resources 

• Human: still focus on the founders’ strengths
• Finansial: Mosty self funding,  aid, and sponsor
• Physic: Office and building, meanwhile, other physical resource are utilized from networks’ resources
• Intelektual: - 

• Public interest is huge,  especially  society or community who wish to know more  about Karinding as a traditional 
musical instrument.

• Open access and training, such as the important of the product

Business Model

 
Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

• Government (Disbudpar Bandung municipality, Ministry of Education and Culture, and Ministry of Tourism) in the form of 
provision for financial assistance, physical access to buildings, and opportunity to perform in government events

• Private sectors especially in terms of funding aids
• General public or society, community or those who want to learn Karinding more in depth are invited to the programs or 

events
• Printed and electronic media have covered Pangauban Karinding’s activities.  

 

• There has been no formal and non-formal training on the creative economy due to a lack of human and physical resources 
yet

• Supported by the network, for example the use of technology that helps the implementation of programs or events

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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3. INDONESIA FASHION CHAMBER
The Indonesian Fashion Chamber established in 2015 (with a branch in Bandung), a non-profit 
association established as a forum for designers and fashion entrepreneurs to develop their work. IFC 
ensures the promotion of its members’ products, supports events such as the Muslim Fashion Festival 
and facilitate collaboration works. IFC also has a cooperative, and a brand, Bhinneka, supported by its 
designer members. Senior designers give orientation and share knowledge (through workshops) and 
advice to the junior members to increase the quality of their works. IFC holds events or brings its 
members participating in other events. It also increases the exposure of its members, granting them 
access to media (digital or traditional) through its network. Eventually, IFC acts as an interface between 
the individual designers and other organizations, investors, or institutions, or even to access services 
(photographers, etc.). It supports designers to develop their work and business towards an international 
scale.

Fashion

100

IG: @IFC_BANDUNG, Indonesian Fashion Chamber Bandung, 
Web : indonesianfashionchamber.or.id

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bandung

Figure 37 Profil : Indonesian Fashion Chamber  (Picture credit : Indonesian Fashion Chamber)
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• While decision making is usually conducted in an egalitarian manner, final decisions are on the part of the 
leader or founders or central management

• Communication as a medium of resource exchange owned by each member. Therefore, access to 
information is crucial

• The network is very broad and strong, especially with international fashion industry players. Collaboration 
with the government or private parties provide assistance or sponsorship 

• Innovation must follow the trend, becoming a trend setter 
• The innovation process have been carried out to changed consumers behaviour toward local brand and 

designers 
 

• Delivering value to the audience by assessing and curating process
• Members have access to the network and programs both at central office or bandung branch 

• The value is that design is an art. For value exchange, some happens horizontal and some vertical 
 

• The ability to create products, programs and events in terms of preparation, implementation and evaluation
• Organizations with international networks
• Adapt quickly to challenges provided  during pandemic. For example the use of existing technology to carry 

out programs or products
• Training for new designers, for example Young Designer Incubation Program or export training 

 

• Finance: funds from members, government assistance, and selling products
• Physical:  building rent expense, equipment
• Intellectual property: owned by central office 

• Based on common interests, open for communities who wish to participate in the fashion industry or 
fashion.

• Training / program for public
• Programs that have an impact on other aspects, for example tourism is becoming the center of fashion 

againcenter of fashion again

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Government stakeholders: Ministry of Cooperative, Ministry for Tourism and Creative Economy, Ministry of Education and 
Culture, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Working together financially and creating events that support the fashion industry and 
the work of Indonesian designers

• Private stakeholders: cosmetic products and start-ups 
• Public: open invitation to event held by IFC
• Publication printed and electronic media: create public awareness 

• There is no need for formal and non-formal training yet, even though access to tertiary education institutions, consultants 
and other communities already exist

• Access to business environment, physical infrastructure, and networks is easier at the central office scale

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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4. DALEM WANGI ART SPACE
Dalem Wangi is a non-profit organization established in 2018 by 
Andar Manik. It is growing with organic family links, supported by 
members’ networks. Dalem Wangi supports expression and calls for the 
participation of various performing arts that are rooted in tradition, and 
that develop with certain utopian perspectives such as relationship with 
nature and culture. As the organization Jendela Ide (est. 1995) became 
too formal, the founders established Dalem Wangi,  meant to remain 
smaller. Dalem Wangi invites practitioners of different world traditions. 
The main perspective in collaborative participation. Dalem Wangi aims 
to introduce artists with a different perspective to young people and 
to become a place for people sharing the tradition, where people share 
stories, skill, and knowledge.
Dalem Wangi acknowledges that there are traditions that need 
protection, and others traditions that need to be developed. Dalem 
Wangi positions itself as a space for completely different expressions, 
evolving from a private to a public forum. They share routine postings 
on Instagram and connect online with other communities sharing their 
perspective. On the other hand, Dalem Wangi sees the performing 
arts as an essential sector of the creative economy that can become a 
product that must be well designed.

art space

5

IG : @dalemwangi.artspace

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Figure 38. Profil : Dalem Wangi Artspace  
 (Picture credit : Dalem Wangi Artspace)
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• Unstructured networking and involve all members to participate 
• The process starts from sharing ideas, making decisions, and evaluating the programs
• Organic growth, rely on camaraderie and networking 

• Combine the values of contemporary traditional arts into contemporary practice 
• Include processes that are artistic expression and visual
• Evaluation process to measure successful factors 

• Family values and mutual cooperation, not too much focus on economic aspects
• The value delivered is sharing and collaboration between individuals and groups to do activities 

• Uniqueness, connected through all of the members, whoever wants to connect and perform, prepare and 
coordinate together

• All members exchange knowledge and information
• Exposures from outsiders 

• Competence to collaborate and create programs that are appreciated by the public
• Has the technology to conduct virtual concerts, enabling virtual collaboration of musicians from various 

locations 
• Per year there are 10 workshops ranging from performing arts to feminism 

• Human: experienced and competent people 
• Financial: personal funds
• Physical: venue as art space 

• Open for everyone, place to come for sharing, performancing or just watching the show 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Focusing on cooperating with other art communities such as Commonroom, Jendela Ide
• Cooperate with social media, mass media to make exposures of the performances
• International network (non-profit organizations) such as in France and other countries 

• Have access to other communities or universities and collaborate to conduct training
• Assistance from friends and colleagues. For example, access to technology to carry out performances

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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5. OMNI SPACE
Established in 2015, Omnispace is an alternative art space for works that are more experimental than in other 
galleries, but more recently also for music (subculture). It is an open space that gives facilities for artists who 
have no opportunities in other galleries in Bandung. Omnispace holds discussions, movies, photography, music 
events. Many members come from fine arts, but it opened to various backgrounds. The membership is flexible 
and Omnispace  is becoming more of an artist’s collective than just managing a space. It positions itself more like 
a lab, being very experimental. In 2015, Omnispace developed Getok Tular. The idea of a “concept exhibition” 
where sketches, videos, and photographs concepts are sold. This event was repeated two years after. The program 
offers concept commission work. It is a strategy for countering art exhibitions without sales and the problems of 
the artists who have no money to produce their works.
Since 2015, Omnispace has tried to be sustainable, collectively or as a network. It acknowledges a strong social/
skill capital and network, but weak financial capital. For this reason, there are no permanent staff because there 
are no funds for salaries. Members share the tasks and support each other. The organization was started from 
individual artist problems, particularly the difficulties in selling works. Omnispace serves as a hub for commercial 
activities and serves as a platform. It helps artists enter the mainstream art market. With the pandemics, 
Omnispace started a virtual interface for exhibitions and in doing so open to new media, such as video and 
photography.

Art space

10

IG: omni.space
FB: Omni.SpaceBDG

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bandung
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• A collective of artists with organic networks, and informal organizational structures
• Regular meeting to hold the curation process, evaluate and decide activities to run 

• Creating a collaborative business model strategy, for example creating a joint program
• Looking for parties with capital to cooperate and finding alternatives revenue streams 

• Comfortable space for sharing ideas, knowledge, and conducting exhibitions
• Support system for experiential learning
• Members can get profit from the sale of their works 

• Intangible resource of social capitals and networks to become a sustainable scene
• Space to mutually support the works of fellow artists, accommodate and display their works

Network

Innovation

 
Value

 
Business Model

INTERNAL ASPECTS

Figure 39. Profil : Omni   (Picture credit : Omni)
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• Incubation aid for creative spaces,
• Cooperation with the government is considered bureaucratic, has not yet tried
• International network with partners from Australia
• No formal cooperation yet between institutions 

• Informal agenda related to training
• In technology aspects, have websites and virtual applications to meet and engage with artists and collectors
• Physical Infrastructure is available in vaklore, Cigadung and Lawang Wangi

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS

• Have the ability to accommodate ideas from artists, then conceptualized, packaged, and conducted the event 
seriously

• Create a website and learn from other existing platforms that can be used to conduct events virtually to sell 
works from fellow artists 

• Humans: experienced and competent people
• Financial: personal funds and members
• Physical: personal equipment 

• Still focus on the network in the area of fine arts, architecture, music, and design
• Has involved outsiders but still limited

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion
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“There are two kinds of value in photography. The 
first is the economic value, which means how much 

a photographer spends for producing a photo, 
such as for equipment, printing, etc. The second 

is personal value, which is the photographer’s 
portfolio, style, experience, etc. The latter is 

harder to measure.”  
(Bali Photography Association) 
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1. REKAM JAYA
Rekam Jaya was established on 30 Juli 2018 when the 2nd Malang Zine Fair, at the initiatives from the 
Zine city community, organized the annual independent publisher archive exhibition during the 2018 Fair. 
In 2019 Rekam Jaya was offered by other communities to manage a space and the initial proposal was to 
open a library, but instead, he opened a distribution network.  In 2019 Rekam Jaya was affiliated with a 
distribution network community called Demajors_mlg and an independent record label Barongsai Records 
to open a new venture working in music distribution, trade affiliation, and music recording label named 
Rekam Jaya.

Music

20

IG: @Rekamjaya 
WEB: https://rekamjaya.wordpress.com

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 40. Profil : Rekam Jaya   (Picture credit : Rekam Jaya)
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• organic structure with flexible interaction based on the member’s particular interest
• decision making process through open discussion among the members via both formal and informal setting
• Interaction mainly happens in the office which operates as a store as well. 

 
Innovation driven by collaboration through music distribution channel which started from an event then 
continued to grow 

• Facilitating distribution and space to sell music record 
• Offering the network for collaboration in music 
• Shared knowledge among members through informal discussion 

• Source of income: member’s contribution, music record sales 
• Value exchanges: space for creative expression, foster networking and gain knowledge 

 
Networking, archiving, music distribution. 

• Physical: office space which includes a music store operated with sharing profit scheme. 
• Music Instruments 

 
Open for public who are interest about music. However currently not much involvement and interest came 
from the neighbouring people 
 
 

• Government: Not yet collaboration and support
• Private: Not yet collaboration and support
• NGO: Not yet collaboration and support
• Media: Not yet collaboration and support 

• No access to public space, mostly utilising their own place

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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2. SIAR SINEMA
Siar Sinema focuses on short movies through events of movie screening, exhibitions, and distribution. In 2017 
it started archiving non-industry movies made in Malang or about Malang. Thanks to a grant, Siar Sinema 
screened short movies in several venues in 2012-2014, and again in 2015. The grant allowed the group to 
show the movies for free. The idea is to gather people around movies and cinema fans began to make small 
movie screening in 2017.

Film

3

IG: @siarsinema 
WEB: https://web.facebook.com/siarsinema/?_rdc=1&_rdr  

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 41. Profil : Siar Sinema   (Picture credit : Siar Sinema)
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• Fluid and non structural 
• Program run collectively manage by the agreed project leaders
• Close interaction and informal way of sharing
• Close collaboration with other Malang City film scenes 

 
Innovation driven by sharing and discussion sessions and collaborative projects. Usually emerged immediately 
following an event, eg. when people come together after a movie screening 
 

• Movie archive 
• Provide cinematic recommendations
• Provide a platform for filmmakers to distribute their works through exhibition, screening, and film discussion. 
• The venue can be in the local University, film community, and other venues owned by members of the society 

 
 

• Source of income: profit from commercial movie screening, Government grants, and private sector sponsorship.
• Value exchanges: space and events to express creative work, foster networks and gain knowledge. 

 
Networking, archiving, curating, exhibition, movie screening, and movie producing. 
 
Physical: No yet private space, utilising facility from the network. Currently discussing to manage its IPR assets 
 
 
Not yet has its own physical place, not yet active and consistent local involvement. Some public screening 
events in some villages as a form of community project

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Government: Grants
• Private: several corporations as sponsor
• NGO: screening events collaboration and movie discussion collaboration
• Media: some mass media involvement 
• Network alliances: Many close relationships, one of them is Jaringan Layar Tancap (independent movie screenings 

communities) 

• Training program is available, but hard to source public physical spaces to run the program
• Technology are available, but needs capital

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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“Involve the surrounding environment or 
communities, thus able to attract support and 

eventually, have a connection” 
(Extreme Moshpit)
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3. ASKARA KOLEKTIF
The  Askara Kolektif started hosting gigs from 2014, then it became a multidisciplinary community 
organization providing a collective platform for creative players to run collaborative projects. Askara Kolektif 
is not focused on money and has a program for improving the exposure of young artists by challenging them 
to make video clips (and providing the equipment). Askara Kolektif focuses on fostering cross-disciplinary 
knowledge sharing and collaborative events creating various value exchanges. Further, Askara tries to 
expand its impact internationally. In 2019, it created an online radio streaming with Japan Radio partner. 
This is one of the examples that open wider opportunities for the local players to post and share content 
about Indonesian music landscape. The Middle East is one of the Collective Aksara target areas to engage 
and introduce the Indonesian music.

Community Organization

10

IG: @askarakolektif

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 42. Profil : Askara Kolektif   (Picture credit : Askara Kolektif)
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• No structured, working as a multidisciplinary collective 
• Digital interaction to run a program/event mainly initiated through online group communication 
• Interaction in the form of an active daily informal gathering 

 
Innovation driven by sharing and discussion in the informal setting  

• Providing the platform to collaborate. Currently partnering with Japan Radio to run program in the online 
streaming channel. Another similar cooperation with local radio in Bandung city using online streaming 

• Focus on introducing Indonesian Music abroad, most particularly to the Middle East market
• Creating mapping of Malang city creative workers as database to make it easy for matchmaking for any 

creative collaboration project  
 

• Source of income: ticketing of events, and sharing profit from the music record sales 
• Value exchanges: in the physical space interaction and joint collaboration programs. 

 
Networking, data base, radio streaming, history, and literature 
 
Physical: exhibition space, artist residence space, and currently working on IPR protection  
 
Not actively involved. One of the contributions is through archiving and mapping commissioned by a 
particular foundation for the purpose of an exhibition  
 
 

• Government: No support
• Private: Corporate sponsorships
• Non profit: Lots of support , such as malang sub noise, rekam jaya, and the other 
• Media: the University based media, some collaboration
• Network alliances: Lots, particularly in conducting the join sharing session  

• Some assets but limited including equipment and public physical spaces

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

 
Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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4. MALANG SUBNOISE
Malang Subnoise was originally an event, focusing on noise music in 2015. It was a huge success and Malang 
Subnoise became a creative scene promoting experimental music genre. It has hosted Malang NoiseFestival 
since 2018, as well as other experimental music events. Malang Subnoise is self-financed and finds it difficult 
to raise funds for this specific music genre.

Music

5

IG: @malangsubnoise_
YOUTUBE CHANNEL :  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCFvFDl_YsqFjlq8MoJJybQ/featured 

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 43. Profil : Malang Sub Noise   (Picture credit : Malang Sub Noise)
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• Organic, no formal structure, egalitarian membership
• Before and after a project is run an evaluation is conducted. All decisions based on group concession. 

 
Innovation driven by sharing and discussion in informal setting, Not much innovation created yet, but 
people’s awareness of their art has started to grow.  
 
Providing a platform to collaborate in the form of zine with wider scope of audience 

• Source of income:  voluntary from member 
• Value exchanges: join collaboration programs. 

 
electronic music, experimental music concert, online performing management, and music production 
 
Physical: Utilising collaborative network of the community. 
 
Regard the people as the audience. and sound noise often to be used as study object for the research

•  
 

• Private: Support for venues for conducting events.
• Non profit: Lots of support. Collaboration such as with malang sub noise and rekam jaya creative 

community
• Media: No mass media cooperation yet, only social media
• Network alliances: Lots cooperation with other  music communities in Malang 

 
 
Mostly utilising open public spaces

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

 
Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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5. BARAKA
Baraka is a community hub for creative arts, it is part of CV. Jaya Raga which is working in architectural 
service for culinary business as well as visual branding service. In the beginning, Baraka was established as a 
coffee shop, but it is now mostly a creative room. Baraka wants the people to come to Baraka for events or 
for Baraka’s menu when there is no event. Baraka offers routine events such as Friday Night screening, Pasar 
Malam Jum’at, and KTP = Konser Tengah Pekan and will soon have its own media platform and records. 
Situated in a traditional market, the concept is to record and showcase products and artists through events, 
visual media, tapes, songs. Baraka source funds for the events, proposes video and audio output, and help 
for developing artists’ portfolio. Baraka’s main asset is their idealism and it looks for consistency in its 
events.

Community Hub

10

IG: @baraka.malang

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 44. Profil : Baraka   (Picture credit : Baraka)
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• Organic, no structural
• Decision making is always based on discussion. Any project evaluation is the responsibility of the project team.
• Open communication 

 
Innovation driven by open sharing and discussion and evaluation of past projects. Currently working on 
collective archiving for portofolio of the scene, to be utilised for new model of event in the future  
 
Providing opportunity and platform to perform, with proper facility for audio and video. Development of work 
portfolio for the performer 

• Source of income:  Majority funded by its host, CV Jaya Riga Jiwa, and the profit from the commercial arm 
maintained including a coffee shop and renting service for audio visual equipment

• Value exchanges: Space for collaboration 
 
Event organizer, music performances, broadcasting 
 
Physical: Physical spaces, connection to local business and the creative workers, and audio visual equipment  
 
Local people who own the businesses actively join the exhibition events called ”pasar”. They are also the main 
audience of the event 

• Government: Collaborator of some of the program 
• Private: Not yet but currently in process of discussion 
• Non profit: Lost of support with various other community such as malang sub noise and rekam jaya 
• Media: Local media for publication and cooperation for the event 
• Network alliances: Lots collaboration with other music communities in Malang 

 
Mostly generally available for the technology and spaces. Rent if needed 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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6. KEMENTERIAN BUDAYA URBAN (Kemenbudur)
Established in 2018, Kementrian Budaya Urban was originally recruited by a cigarette brand in 
order to make creative events. Kemenbudur introduces and strengthens the creative ecosystem 
in Malang and has objectives to gather and to connect the creative stakeholders in the city. It 
means to give exposure to artists who have good creations but no visibility.

Creative Hub

10

IG: @kemenbudur

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 45. Profil : Kementerian Budaya Urban   (Picture credit : Kementerian Budaya Urban
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• No rigid structure, more of a collective
• Active evaluation for all event
• Open communication for potential program ideas discussed on weekly meeting basis 

 
Innovation driven by active sharing and open discussion from evaluation of past projects, and by actively 
seeking for collaborations with different fields/genres. Innovation observed from social media insight and 
outlook from students internship  
 
Platform for innovation through consistent evaluation and appreciation from the society and audiences.  

• Source of income:  merchandise selling, sponsorship, corporate event  
• Value exchanges: spaces for collaboration. 

 
Research capabilities. Currently in pursuit of developing online performance event competencies and digital 
event organizer 

• Physical: Equipment including mixer and speaker 
• People : Mainly the 3 central figures that drive all the activities 

 
Open opportunity for the people to be involved in the event and program 
 
 

• Government: No support yet
• Private: Not yet but currently in process of discussion 
• Non profit: Volunteers 
• Media: Local media, collaboration in event
• Network alliances: information about creative talent 

 
Mostly available, access to physical place for event, training, community/scenes event.

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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7. RITME KOTA
In 2017, a publisher was chatting with friends and was challenged to publish a book about music in Malang, 
to make an anthology. The first book was launched in 2019 with the title ”Ritme Kota” (City’s Rhythm). It 
was written by a musician residing in Malang containing perspectives of different music scenes and arts 
in Malang and their history as well as a discussion of some major issues in the Indonesian music industry. 
Eventually, a book publishing community was created, with members in the whole country. The publication 
of a second book is already planned.

Music Box

5

IG: @Ritmekota

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Malang

Figure 46. Profil : Ritmekota (Picture credit : Ritmekota)
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• Mainly consist of 5 people in charge of each process of publishing, editing, script making, and curating. Writers 
are invited to collaborate for specific theme

• Flexible and voluntary meeting, active group communication and discussion 
 
Innovation driven by evaluation of the book produced and active discussion for future publishings 
 
Knowledge of music industry and spaces for people to write 

• Source of income:  Personal team. Sales of books will be used for the next publishings
• Value exchanges: Knowledge and information about the music industry, networking for the musician who 

wants express themselves through writing  
 
Writing, research, music industry knowledge, story telling 

• Network: Access for potential writer in the music sector
• Human : The team for the publication of books
• Intellectual : ISBN 

 
No local society involvement yet. 
 
 

• Government: No support yet
• Private: Partnership with publisher 
• Non profit: No linkage yet
• Media: Mass media collaboration
• Network alliances: Working with lots of other  creative communities 

 
Mostly available in public infrastructure, but not that much need for particular infrastructure anyway.

 
Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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1. MES 56
Mes 56 consider themselves as collective Indonesian contemporary photography and art scene. Established in 
2002 in Airforce base housing complex, their main concern at that time is how photography is not considered 
as fine arts.       
Mes 56 early gallery is a guest room transformed into a fine arts gallery based on their medium of choice 
which is photography. Post Jogja earthquake in 2006, they started responding to social issues and started 
connecting with International NGO’s to support them in the documentation.

Art & Design

7 Artists

web : mes56.com 
IG: Ruangmes56 
Twitter: @Ruangmes56  
Youtube: mes56tv

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 47. Profil : MES56  (Picture credit : MES 56)
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• Communication through weekly meeting and evaluation, digital message sharing group
• Transparent communication, connected like a family, good connection with external scene 

 
Innovation in programs and business unit (called Agency 56). After grand fund from government (BEKRAF), 
they experienced radical change and become more structured  
 
MES 56  offers different kinds of programs such as exhibition, talks, residency, radio broadcasting, photography 
lab, and merchandise shop

• Teratotera x Mes 56
• Dapur Umum kolektif
• Talks
• Applied Theory
• Raw Power
• Afdruk 56 

• Source of income: member’s contribution, merchandise sales, commision from curated services to client 
• Value exchanges: space to express work, cultivate networks and gain knowledge. 

 
Program making, design and service, archiving capabilities, digital photography.  
 
Physical: Photo studio, video studio, stock room (for artwork), store, library, mini cinema 
 
MES 56 has internal and external programs. External program often includes local people around MES 56 
location

•  
 

• Government: Funding for physical space renovation and equipment.
• Private: Program collaboration, work commission 
• NGO: Funding support and program collaboration
• Media: Support for program socialization 

• Physical space 
• Photo, video and music studio equipment

 
Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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2. IVAA (Indonesia Visual Art Archive)
IVAA is the branch of the cemeti art house established in 1995. IVAA was established in 2007, then focused 
on the documentation and archive on Indonesian Visual Art. At that time the founder of IVAA realized that 
most Indonesian artists were unaware of the importance of documentation.
IVAA’s primary concern is the production of knowledge, research, and reading of art and culture phenomena. 
It all contributed to the main program of IVAA’s bimonthly newsletter.

Art & Design

7 Artists

IG : @ivaa_id 
Web : http://ivaa-online.org/rumahivaa/

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 48. Profil : IVAA  (Picture credit : IVAA)
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• Scheduled meetings biweekly and every 6 months, but also unscheduled meetings depend on needs
• Transparent, sharing experiences 

 
Innovation in business unit: creating a shop which held book launchings, creating and selling its own 
merchandises, research, and homestay renting .  
 
Through various art program including local archive collection, exhibition, digital video archiving, discussions, 
talk shows on new arts, FGD (Focus Group Discussion), seminars, workshops, press releases for art activities, 
art exhibitions, work shows or documentations, artist talks, art performances, and video screenings 

• Intangible: knowledge exchange from experienced members and network exchange. 
• Tangible: books, archive
• Vertical value flow, from director, to head of program, head of office then to staff, but basically horizontal 

structure 
 
Art program management from short, medium and long term, ranges in scales. They have archiving capabilities, 
the first archiving institution that digitalized their work 

• Human: Board (own the physical space), head of foundation, treasurer, director, head of archiving, office head, 
finance, manager, researcher, librarian

• Financial: Funding from grant, shop, homestay
• Physical: building and shop, archiving equipment
• Intellectual: Patent and certified archiving institution 

• Routine program development and interaction with local people. Help archiving local artist’s work and culture  
 
 

• Government: Funding support from Ministry of Education and Culture, Funding support for building from 
Creative Economy Agency (BEKRAF). Collaboration with AMRI NASIONAL and National Gallery.

• Private: Program collaboration, commission work, funding
• Media: Support for program publication 

• Physical space and building which includes library and amphiteather 
• Photo, video and music studio equipment

 
Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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3. SOUND BOUTIQUE
Sound Butik was established in 2006 by two music enthusiasts. The founders were keen on experimenting on 
sound both analog and electronic sounds. The collaboration based on friendship continues to grow its roots in 
the music scene. There is no particular preference genre in this forum.
Playing both mixed sound of analog and electronic simultaneously, enjoying their play of both analog and 
digital sounds leads them to the uncharted area of contemporary music.

Music

15 Musician

IG @soundboutiqueyk

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 49. Profil : Sound Boutique  (Picture credit : Sound Boutique)
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• Non structural, very fluid 
• Connected through digital message sharing group 

 
Innovation in program: Event to attract awareness of analog music, ELECTROCITY  
 
Exchanges idea and knowledge about analog music through discussion, performance and workshop 

• Intangible: knowledge exchange from experienced member and network exchange. 
• There is no commercial exchange between member  

 
Event creation and analog music production 

• Human: only 1 manager 
• Financial: collected for and from the event 
• Physical: N/A
• Intellectual: N/A 

• Open for any genre for every event 
 
 

• Government: Event collaboration with Ministry of Education and Culture
• Private: Event collaboration, 
• Media: Support for program socialization 

 
Collective and owned by member

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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4. TEATER GARASI
Teater Garasi started out as Gadjah Mada University Faculty of Politic and Social Science’s theatre group in 
1993. Then in 1999 it became an independent contemporary theatre group, and later evolved to be an artist 
collective focusing on exchanging ideas on theatre performance art, mainly in performing, training, internship, 
residency, and publication.

Performing Art

11 Artists

IG : @teatergarasi 
Web : http://teatergarasi.org

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 50. Profil : Teater Garasi (Picture credit : Teater Garasi)
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• Structured, multi discipline and based on collective action 
• Connected through regular meeting, digital message sharing group 

• Innovation in structure: From unstructured to become structured which makes each member have their 
respective roles in order to achieve the success of the program and start commercializing the work.

• Innovation in program: Unique program naming: Performer Studio, Kelas Akting, Sahabat Garasi 
 
Workshop, performance, routine class (acting, vocal arrangement, lighting), discussion, exchanges idea, 
knowledge, network, and exposure of member 

• Cost sharing, idea and information exchange,  discussion
• Vertical and horizontal 

• Event creation, performance including dance and teather
• Technology utilized for marketing and archiving 

• Human: 10 management, 11 members
• Financial: Event/program funding, crowdsourcing and collective from members
• Physical: Teater Garasi has a studio to support the training of artists in improving their skills and also a building 

used as an office and studio as well as storage for equipment. Stage equipment such as stage properties, 
lighting, and cameras. Supporting equipment including laptop and projector 

• Intellectual: N/A 
 
Workshop and training which includes local and public as participants and committee, co-creation program 
with other scenes in Yogyakarta city. 
 
 

• Government: Funding from Creative Economy Agency (BEKRAF) for building renovation 
• Private: Collaboration in program funding (for example with Ford Foundation)
• Media: Support for program publication (for example with Tempo, Kompas, Jakarta Post, Jawa Pos)
• Education: Collaboration in training/workshop 

 
Studio and equipment

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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5. ACE HOUSE COLLECTIVE
In the beginning, it is a group of artists mostly consisting of art major students which formed a band together. 
They then won multiple awards for various art exhibitions, hence the name ACE House Collective was 
established in 2011.
After the 2010 art boom, post period of them working individually in their own studio, the artists feel the 
need to collaborate, to develop their sense of artistry and aesthetic. Ace House Collective’s priority is to 
develop a laboratory of new kind of work in the art scene.

Art

11 Artists

IG @acehousecollective

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 51. Profil : Ace House Collective (Picture credit : Ace House Collective)
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• Informal structure based on collective action 
• Connected through regular meeting, digital message sharing group 

• Innovation in structure: From unstructured become more structured. Ace House is one of the art scenes that 
succeeded in attracting big brands to collaborate.

• Innovation in program to attract visitors. Unique naming  of programs: Ace Mart, KNPS 
 
Routine discussion and program, sharing network, discussion, joint exhibition, residency program 

• Cost sharing, sponsorship, idea and information exchange, and discussion
• Value exchanged horizontally among members 

 
Exhibition creation, digital archiving 

• Human: 11 members
• Financial: Collective program funding from members
• Physical: Rent building. Owned equipment music equipment, sound system, and projector system
• Intellectual: N/A 

 
Exhibition, workshop, training which includes local and public as an active participants and committee, co-
creation program with other scene in Yogyakarta 
 
 

• Government: collaboration with Yogyakarta Cultural Institution 
• Private: Collaboration in program and funding support (for example with Hurley and Orang Tua)
• Media: Support for program socialization
• Education: Collaboration in training/workshop 

• Studio and equipment
• Venue, hi-tech technology and equipment

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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6. FFD (FORUM FILM DOKUMENTER)
 FFD or Festival Film Dokumenter was established in 2002 as they held their first festival as an alternative 
festival for the mainstream TVRI’s Documentary film. FFD Board consist of 15 people, which hold monthly 
meetings.
Current FFD programs are focused on 4 objectives which are screening, movie management, Festival, 
and Voice(?). 2020 marks the end of their 4 city workshop of documentary and screening, besides their 
internal group capacity building for developing ideas into creative writings to strengthen their knowledge on 
documentary production.

Film (Documentary)

15 Artists

IG: ffdjogja 
web : ffd.or.id   
FB: @ffdjogja  
Twitter: @FFDjogja 
Youtube: Festival Film Dokumenter

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta

Figure 52. Profil : FFD (Picture credit : FFD)
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• Informal structure based on collective action and volunteerism  
• Connected through monthly forum, digital message sharing group, and annual meeting  

• Innovation in structure: more structured and have clear roles
• Innovation in program: Screenplay, festival, archiving, workshop, and movie production. 
• Unique naming of program: AsiaDock (Annually), Festival Film Dokumenter (Annually), Feeling of reality 

(workshop) 
• Innovation in media: Screen play using VR and disable friendly video, film production using mobile phones. 

 
Routine discussion and program, annual festival, sharing network, discussion, regeneration through capacity 
building, access to film archive, and internship 

• Open access to documentary film, idea and information exchange, discussion, film submission, film archiving, 
and workshop

• Value exchanged horizontally among members 

• Workshop in movie making using mobile technology, digital archiving 

• Human: Chairman, director, management and administrative. There is also a program director in charge of 
preparing films for the festival. There is also person in charge of communication 

• Financial: Program funding from sponsor
• Physical: Rent building. Equipment for movie production and screening
• Intellectual: N/A 

• Participation in local event, co-creation program with other scene in Yogyakarta, festival workshop, training 
with local and general public as active participants and committee 
 
 

• Government: support for facilities and program from Yogyakarta Cultural Institution and Creative Economy 
Agency (BEKRAF) 

• Private: Program support (example speaker support) 
• Media: Support for program publication 
• Education: Collaboration in training/workshop (with various university in Yogyakarta city such as UGM 

UNWIM, ISI Yogya) 

• Studio and equipment
• Access to venue, hi-tech technology and equipment

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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7. OTAKOTOR
Otakotor Established in 2012, focusing on Communal Music EO, Mural, Photography, and 
Illustration. Then in 2013, they started to produce and release Physical recording, which includes 
Documentation, Promotion, and Event Organizing.
International musicians of the punk and metal genre often collaborated with Otakotor to network 
with other communities all around Indonesia. Their innovation on the physical release is to make all 
the records as unique as possible and as limited as only 200 copies were produced for each edition.

Music

Open, 3 Committee

IG @otakotorrecords

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Yogyakarta
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• Informal structure and based on curated collective action 
• Connected through incidental discussion and digital message sharing group 

• Innovation in process: recruitment, production and distribution process 
• Innovation in product: physical product releases in a book or game, collaboration with photography and visual 

artists 
 
Routine discussion and program, routine music gigs, sharing network, discussion, sharing references 

• Sharing cost of production/profit sharing
• Value exchanged horizontally among members, but curated 

 
Music production, music distribution, event production 

• Human: 1 coordinator and 1 managerial, open for volunteer
• Financial: 90% from coordinator, from profit sharing
• Physical: Office building. Owned equipment like sound system for small scale
• Intellectual: N/A 

 
Event production which includes local and other communities as an active participants and committee/crew 
 
 
 

• Government: no support yet
• Private: Joint research and program
• Media: Support for program publication (local radio and TV)
• Education: Collaboration in training/workshop and research  

• Music and multimedia equipment
• Access to venue and equipment

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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1. MINIKINO
Minikino is a scene for hosting film screenings, focusing on short movies, and currently having 
international acknowledgment for their work and effort since 2002. With the International 
acknowledgment, Minikino has utilised the online channel way before the pandemic time.
On Monday weekly based meetings, Minikino works their business on the base of international film 
network, and innovates through technology and networking, thus continuously innovating the form of 
film festival within the society. 

Film Screening

10 Artists

IG/ FB/ Twitter/ YT: Minikinoevents 
Website: minikino.org 

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bali

Figure 53. Profil : Minikino (Picture credit : Minikino)
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• Voluntary organisation 
• Several locations including Bali, Jakarta, and Thailand
• Have regular meetings both offline and online  

 
As a non-profit foundation, the innovation comes in the form of international network development. The scene 
creates programmes for the disabled, and the innovations emphasized more in difabel friendly technology. 
 
Value exchange happens in the form of information and knowledge sharing, as well as filmmakers exchange 
to other countries (for example Japan). The flow of the value is based on the audience, trying to include the 
disabled into the conversation of value creation. 

• Value creation: Internal development leads to information exchange, that leads to future collaboration. 
• Value delivery: Crafted based on the audience’s needs. 
•  Profit: Knowledge and skills exchange and development. 

•  Capability: there have been annual programmes since 2002. 
• Technology: they have been online events since before the pandemic, particularly with international networks. 
•  “Technology is a must”
• Training programme in character and public speaking. 

• Human: available 
• Financial: from members (tangible and intangible), private sector, Creative Economy Agency (Bekraf), income 

from events 
• Physical: office space owned by member, government support in the form of equipments for events 
• Intellectual: international recognition 

• Participation: community participation in movie making. The principle is to gain mutual benefits. Try to get the 
middle ground between the company and targeted communities. 

• Empowerment: activities need to leave footprints for the communities. E.g. Buleleng as an ancient and tourism 
village which have been using audio visual in films as their advertising campaign.

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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•  Government: Bekraf, Kemendikbud, badan promosi pariwisata kota, dinas kebudayaan Bali. 
• Private sector: facilities, collaboration, some grants. 
• Society: Buleleng village. 
• Media: printed media, TV, and radio. 
• International relation: southeast Asia, Europe, and US. 
• Funding: Australia, Russia, and Thailand. 

•  Educational support: from universities 
• Technological support: available 
• Physical: available

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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2. Djamur
Djamur in the beginning as an artist collective back in 2007, forming a multi major college student 
group from fine arts, painting, sculpture, and interior design students. Djamur has a passion to 
express their art through various media.
Djamur’s objective is to make stronger linkages for artists from all around Indonesia, as well as 
teaching local kids how to make artwork, based on their surrounding and the society in which they 
grow as an artist community. 

Mural Art

14 Artists

Djamur_Komunitas (IG)

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Figure 54. Profil : Djamur (Picture credit : Djamur)
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• No hierarchy
• Organic growth 
• All decisions are based on collective agreement
• Communications are fluid and informal  

 
Innovation is defined by the scene as to create a new form of artwork. Innovation comes from within the 
artists themselves. Consequently, the level of innovation is not visible.  
 
Value exchange in the form of information and knowledge sharing (most particularly in mural art). The flow is 
informal style, light discussion. 

• Value creation: Mural detailing
• Value delivery: Word of mouth 
• Profit: Financial profit goes to the artist, the scene usually takes reputational credit through projects 

• Capability: the scene’s events are based on the needs of the members
• Technology: not really needed since the art is mural 
• Training programme: not available yet 

• Human: available (university related, graduates and non-graduates) 
• Financial: event-based sponsorship, petty cash is for making merchandise 
• Physical: office space lent by a member, and other equipment is donated by members, for example  tools and 

equipments 
• Intellectual: none 

• Participation: community participation only as audience, not participants 
• Empowerment: the community as traders in events (open stalls, sells products etc)

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Government: Creative Economy Agency (Bekraf), local authorities 
• Private sector: collaboration to create events
• Society: not yet 
• Media: social media (huge exposure), radio and local media (occasional) 
• Networks: Malang, Jogja, Jakarta, Bogor 
• Funding: once with private corporations 

• Educational support: mostly from art college, slightly from the sponsors 
• Technological support: the artists’ own equipment or rentals 
• Physical: private properties of the members

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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3. PFB (PERHIMPUNAN FOTOGRAFER BALI)
PFB was established in 1984, as an organization under the FPSI or the Indonesian Photographic Art 
Association. In 2010 PFB became more organized by holding the 3 concepts of Sharing, Learning, and 
Friendship. Officially PFB has 310 members. Since the last 5 years they have accepted non-Balinese to 
join as members of  PFB.
PFB is the host of the 2019 Indonesian Salon Photo Gathering, an annual biggest Indonesian photographic 
art event under FPSI besides their own annual photo exhibition. PFB continuously shares tricks of the 
trade in the photography industry.

Photography

310 members

IG : pfbbali 

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bali

Figure 55. Profil : PFB (Picture credit : PFB)
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• Since 2010 the organisation started to be more structured
•  Annual meeting for the main event, monthly meeting for daily operations (currently online due to pandemic) 
• Communications are done via social media and online platforms, usually for knowledge and information 

sharing. Members are diverse in backgrounds, but still on the theme of photographic arts  
 
Since the scene is a non-profit organisation, there are no business innovations. However, since 2010 when the 
organisation was more structured, the operation is more manageable. The scene also provides non-academic 
degrees for those who are talented in photography, following the procedures from FPSI (Federasi Perkumpulan 
Senifoto Indonesia) or the Indonesian Federation of Photographic Arts Association. 
 
Value exchange in the form of education on photography for anyone who needs it. Also in the form of project 
openings if there are prospective clients. The flow of information happens occasionally, depending on the job 
offers.  

• Value creation: two kinds of value in photography. First is the economic value, which means how much a 
photographer spends for producing a photo, such as for equipment, printing, etc. The second is personal value, 
which is the photographer’s portfolio, style, experience, etc. The latter is harder to measure. 

• Value delivery: through the official website.
• Profit: not in the form of financial, since the members join the scene to expand their insights, not financial 

profit.  

• Capability: prospective programmes are communicated via monthly meeting, not only programmes on 
photography, but also social projects. 

•  Technology: the latest model of the camera. 
• Training programme: not anything formal, limited to the form of knowledge sharing and workshop  among 

members.  

• Human: organizational structure  consist of advisory board, chairman, vice chairman, secretary, treasury, PR, 
and other divisions

•  Financial: annual membership of IDR 200K 
• Physical: office space lent by a member and is used for a gallery as well. 
• Intellectual: database of the members and the scene own portfolio  

• Participation: not feasible. 
• Empowerment: collaborating with other communities when the scene is having their activities. 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Government: Facilities support from Denpasar city municipal office, the cultural agency, the tourism agency, Creative 
Economy Agency (Bekraf)

• Private sector: camera providers (such as Canon and Fujifilm) in the form of sponsorship, tools, and money. 
• Society: community projects such as doing photoshoots in local areas and making the local people as models. 
• Media: social media (Facebook and Instagram), and other media when conducting big events. 
• Network: the close relation with FPSI (Federasi Perkumpulan Senifoto Indonesia) or the Indonesian Federation of 

Photographic Arts Association, which is the central association of the photography community in Indonesia. 
• Funding: sponsorship although not necessarily financially, but tools and equipment.  

•  Educational support: the organisation is often invited to deliver classes and workshops in universities. 
• Technological support: relies on assets and resources own by members 
• Physical: space for exhibition often provided by the clients. 

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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4. APE MOTION
Ape Motion or “After Party Experiment” is a multimedia collective scene established in late 2017, that 
works in video mapping and visual sensor motion that combine the traditional art and new multimedia 
art. Combination of two artistic practices  make them unique. The roots of Ape Motion’s understanding 
of the traditional art, comes from the principal “Don’t leave behind the tradition, to learn about new 
technology” as the base of their artwork.

Audio VIsual

50 artists (active members about half of it)

IG : @apemotion

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Figure 56. Profil : Ape Motion (Picture credit : Ape Motion)
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• Close relation among members 
• A place to learn new things, to work on projects, etc 
• Initial discussion among members, however final decision is decided by Yudi and Koko (the founders)
• Open and transparent communication 
• Regular forums for information and knowledge sharing, implementation of new ideas, solution findings for 

current problems 
 
Innovation in the form of a cross-discipline collaboration using audio visual medium. Audio visual is understood 
as a branch of performing arts. 

• Value exchange is in the form of not only knowledge and information but also project opportunities in audio-
visual arts. Although the members are freelancers and independent artists, they have an agreement to share 
knowledge and information. 

• Flow of knowledge goes horizontally and vertically. Horizontal means when people share experience with 
someone who is on par in terms of skill and knowledge. Vertically means applied workshops to the members of 
the scene.  

• Value creation: nothing regular, workshops and training happen only when one of the members requires 
assistance in a project.

• Value delivery: in order to increase the involvement in the creative industries, the audience is asked to 
collaborate within the experiment that the scene is conducting during events. 

• Profit: intangible benefit in the form of knowledge and information. Tangible profit would be when the 
members are allowed to use the organisation’s portfolio for their own personal projects as long as they bear 
the responsibility of that particular project individually.  

• Capability: annual programmes at the end of the year when the finances are enough to fund them. 
• Technology: very technological-based activities, so members are required to be able to adopt the technology. 
• Training: The founders are often invited to speak in formal and non-formal events 

Network

 
Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Human: The two initial founders, Yudi and Koko  
• Financial: members contribution from conducting events 
• Physical: Equipment including laptops, desktops, sound system, and projectors
• Intellectual: Yudi has certification in multimedia arts  

• Participation: the annual programme normally hosts a collaboration event with art makers in remote villages 
with the aim of introducing them with audio visual technologies. The collaboration takes the form of 
performances, e.g. with dancers of the village. 

• Empowering: the closest relationship is with dancers whom they have a performance together. Not only that 
the dancers are paid for their shared performance, but they also gained reputation in their community.  
 
 
 

• Government: BPCP (Badan Pelestarian Cagar Budaya) Bali, or Cultural Heritage Preservation Agency in Bali. 
• Private sector: Sampoerna, XL, Telkomsel 
• Society: the dancers in the village whom they are collaborating with and artists with a cross-disciplined 

backgrounds 
• Media: local media in Bali 
• Network: international network happens when Yudi is doing a performance abroad 
• Funding: not yet available  

• Educational support: usually Yudi is invited to deliver a speech or conduct workshops at universities 
• Technological support: vendors who provide equipment for the events 
• Physical: nothing in particular, usually they hold events in public places, parks, derelict buildings etc 

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder
Support 

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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5. TEATER KALANGAN
Teater Kalangan was formed in 2016 in Buleleng, then moved to Denpasar in 2017. They consider themselves 
as “Pop Collective” in the theatre scene. As the founder has different background in college majors, they 
used it as a cross-discipline way of thinking. Every member of the group has their own cultural capital, which 
can be applied in the various perspectives.
Teater Kalangan has adaptively accepted a way to convey information to the audience. 

Performing Art

12 members as organisers of the scene

IG : @teater_kalangan 
Web : teaterkalangan.wordpress.com

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in  Bali

Figure 57. Profil : Teater Kalangan (Picture credit : Teater Kalangan)
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• There is a regular monthly meeting but more often they meet on a daily basis.
• Decision making process is based on discussions and collective agreement. 
• Communications began with informal chat between friends and continued to be supporting each other.   

 
The scene works across disciplines so that the art of theater can be enjoyed by everyone, not only theater 
enthusiasts. Since the establishment, the scene has been collaborating with other scenes from different 
disciplines, particularly in Denpasar and Badung areas in Bali. Their intention is not to change the theater 
industry as a whole, but they want to educate that social problems in the society can also be taken as a subject 
for stage performances.  
 
Value exchange is very much visible in the scene since members are coming from various background 
(anthropology, architecture, etc). Everyone is able to share information, knowledge, and strategy with each 
other. The scene also creates performances as an advocacy media, not merely an entertainment.  

• The flow of value runs horizontally, meaning that although there is an organizational structure, the relation 
among members is linear. 

• Value creation: there are individual programmes as well as team programmes, in the forms of workshops with 
other communities also skill and knowledge development for the members. 

• Value delivery: in the beginning they did a lot of learning from Teater Kalangan in the form of an audience 
database, and over time they are confident to deliver social issues through performances. 

• Profit: performances proceed 

• Capability: successfully map out performing art scenes in Bali, and projected programmes implemented for the 
following years

• Technology: in terms of readiness, the scene is willing to adopt new technology that will enhance the 
performances. 

• Training: the scene conducted workshops for members and the society around the scene as well as for Balinese 
in general.

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Human: no clear structure yet
• Financial: member financial contribution used to finance activities including performances and merchandise 

production 
• Physical: studio and sound system 
• Intellectual: not available yet 

• Participation: the inclusion of the audience to the stage after every performance is able to give them a chance 
to share their points of view on the performance.  

• Empowerment: the impact is not necessarily financially. However, recently there is an awareness among 
communities in Bali that it is important to do networking with many different stakeholder as scene need to 
broaden horizon and collaborate with others various discipline 
 
 

• Government: commissioned performances, although what the scene really wants is a room to grow for 
collaboration

• Private sector: the scene has collaborated once with international arts organisations in education of the danger 
of drugs and alcohol. 

• Society: collaboration in social education projects
• Media: collaboration with various Bali local media for media exposure. 
• Network: high engagement within Bali as from the beginning of their  activity many other communities has 

been participating
• Funding: limited to private sectors only 

• Educational support: curating experts for collaboration projects. Some collaborations activities with a senior 
figure in the theater scene and universities 

• Technological support: access to technology is available. 
• Physical: rehearsals and performances. The scene is able to use public spaces. 

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder
Support 

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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6. BALE BENGONG
Started as a blog, Bale Bengong Established in 2007 was established as citizen journalism for their 
opinions and journalism work. Its founders, as mainstream media journalists themselves, see the needs 
to build capacity in the society to deliver work and information within themselves.
Currently, Bale Bengong has 900 contributors all across Bali, and hosting various data verification 
workshops, fact checks, and digital literacy programs for society to be more aware of information, data, 
and information security.

Journalism

6 organisers and 900 contributors

IG : @balebengong 
Web : balebengong.id

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :

Indonesian Cities
Creative  Scene  in   Bali

Figure 58. Profil : Bale Bengong (credit : website BaleBengong)
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• There are currently 900 contributors in the scene whom regularly shared articles, photos, and videos. 
• Decision making happens in two ways. The first is redactional, where two editors evaluate prospective 

contents including articles, photos, and videos. The second is non-redactional, when proposed materials are 
discussed collectively among the members. 

• Communication flows informally and transparently. Content of the media covers social, cultural, and 
environmental issues in Bali.  

• The innovation transpires in the programmes, for example reaching out to the marginals (disabled, LGBT, and 
mental health patients). In non-redactional activities, the innovation is by doing live streaming through social 
media 

• The process began as the scene identified problems that needed addressing in the society and contributed by 
creating solutions involving other communities such as photographers and videographers  

• Value exchange happens in one of two ways. The first is knowledge, by awareness campaign and advocates the 
society for public information. The second is information access for the public. 

• The tangible impact is when the scene had collaboration with the locals, for example with  farmers in helping in 
fair trading their produce 

• The flow of value goes vertically and horizontally. Vertically transpires in the scene’s activity in doing 
workshops for the community, whereas horizontally is for the members of the scene in form of information 
exchange.  

• Value exchange happens in one of two ways. The first is knowledge, by awareness campaign and advocates the 
society for public information. The second is information access for the public. 

• The tangible impact is when the scene had collaboration with the locals, for example with  farmers in helping in 
fair trading their produce 

• The flow of value goes vertically and horizontally. Vertically transpires in the scene’s activity in doing 
workshops for the community, whereas horizontally is for the members of the scene in form of information 
exchange.  

• Capability: annual programme where the organisation holds the People Journalist Award (Anugrah Jurnalis 
Warga) in which they give appreciation for selected people who have contributed to the media. They also 
provide free journalistic classes 

• Technology: ready to implement the use of technology to offer solutions to address social problems in the 
community  

• Training: various types of training from journalistic classes, digital literacy and digital security 

Network

 

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

INTERNAL ASPECTS
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• Human: there are 6 people as organisers of the scene including the chairman who is also the founder of Bali 
Blogger Community. 

• Financial: some programmes funded by the municipal government. Other source is fund raising, personal 
bootstrapping and donations

• Physical: personal grant from the owner for office space and operational equipment including projectors and 
sound system 

• Intellectual: legal form status as foundation   

• Participation: giving opportunities for the society in contributing to the media in writing, photos, and videos. 
Non-redactional terms in collaborating with the community in creative events and training programmes 

• Empowerment: impact for the community in expanding their knowledge and perceptions of issues in the area. 
Financial impacts also experienced by local for example the farmers from the trading programme.   
 
 

• Government: with Kemenkominfo for the People Journalist Award (Anugrah Jurnalis Warga)
• Private sector: with digital travel service provider for media  advertisement 
• Society: collaborations with several NGOs  
• Media: several collaborations for publication media
• Network: some Indonesian contributors based overseas 
• Funding: financial aspect is not the focus of the scene, they collaborate in order to get the intangible benefits 

• Educational: collaborations with a number of universities 
• Technological: access is available but still need funding 
• Physical: utilizing the public infrastructure 3

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder
Support 

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Vietnam
Nối Project

Started in 2012, Nối Projects are meetings that connect contemporary visual artists 
with interdisciplinary dialogues and different genre creative people to further explore 
contemporary art and culture in Vietnam.

Art, Non Governmental Organization (NGO)

Member vary from time to time

FB: noiprojects

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Artists database and network
• Online and offline meeting with the group  

• Facilitator for new ideas
• Artist talk with other creative people in other field including historian, architect, scientist and educator  

• Meeting place (physically and digitally), exhibitions, project commission 

• Collaborate with other NGOs 

• Curator
• (Not very often): invite artist to do workshop, exchange skill and sharing experience or  joining residencies 

program 

• Human: artists, curator, outsource (not full time)
• Financial: apply for grants, cultural international organizations, embecies  

• Depends on the venue of exhibition (apartment building, mall, and playground) 
 
 

• Academics (to connect in a better way), Curator (institution6s, museums, universities), Venue, Media (only a few 
for the art) 

• N/A

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Thailand
Creative District

Diverse, inclusive, interdependent, and resilient, ecosystem where existing creativity 
constantly begets new creativity.

Creative Hub

Member vary from time to time

WEB: creativedistrictbangkok.com 
IG: creativedistrictbangkok

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Not as a place but an idea in thinking differently and historic reflections
• Stimulate the community via contemporary arts
• Dynamic and always changing 

• Get out, explore the street
• Creating digital information package to make it easier for audience to understand more about particular 

exhibition  

• Street art festival
• Historical project
• Six tracks that reflect major aspects of the district and the lives of the community in Bangrak and Klongsan in 

Bangkok: (i) art and performance, (ii) community, (iii) design and digital, (iv) food, (v) property preservation and 
development, and (vi) urban planning and environmental improvement 
 
Using technology to maintain relationship between patrons 

• Human: Founder and local business people living in the district
• Financial: not funding from Government yet, but have received grants from International NGOs
• Intellectual: using foundation legal vehicle to acquire fundings 

• Collaborative network
• Anyone can use the creative space 

 
 

• Government: no funding or others kind of support yet, but received grants from international organizations
• Media: all media channel including local and foreign, but not formally
• Community: art curators, artisans, hoteliers, Gallery owners, expatriates, academicians, architects, writers, civil 

activists, arts managers, creative business owners, publishers, and civil servants. 

• Physical: voluntary support from partners. 
• Intellectual: projects collaboration with universities

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Cambodia
Cambodian Living Art

Cambodia Living Art (CLA) established in 1998 by genocide survivor and musician. 
For a decade, CLA focused on endangered performing art forms and rituals. The 
scene believed that the majority of Cambodia’s artistic heritage was in danger of 
being forgotten.

Non Governmental Organization (NGO)

Member vary from time to time

 WEB: cambodianlivingarts.org

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Various artists and practitioners from various sectors engaging through program offered by CLA  

• Annual report posted freely online
• Periodic bimonthly session for exploring potentials new ideas 

• Festival and performances
• Training and Professional Development (workshop, course)
• Knowledge sharing and Networking (conference, talks)
• Grants and Opportunities (scholarship program, grants for artist and art practitioner, fellowship program), 

Productions and Commission 

• Regular performances at national museum 
• Grant annually for 6-10 recipients  

 
Linear organization 

• Human: Directors, Program Arts Development, Program The Khmer Magic Bus, Program Arts Education, 
Program Knowledge, Networks, and Policy 

• Support: Administration, Institutional Advancement, Finance
• Physical: Office (rented 4 floors) but no art space
• Financial: individual donor that mostly from abroad, applications for international grant/funding, earned 

income (from performance ticket and tour) 
 
Close relationships by working with local people. 
 
 

• Government (Space: Stage/Auditorium at National Museum of Cambodia)
• Funding (individual donor, mostly from abroad) 

• Stage/auditorium National Museum of Cambodia with minimum fee

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Thailand
Atta Gallery

Atta Gallery was established in 2010. Atta Gallery takes an approach to community 
building to bring new audiences to the art scene. In 2014, Atta Gallery started an 
evening gallery program in collaboration with 10 galleries. Atta Gallery does not see 
gallery owners/other galleries as competitors, but as collaborators. In 2019, Atta 
gallery featured craft arts

Art & Craft

36 Artists

WEB: attagallery.com 
IG: attagallerybkk

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Decision making was done when the Gallery is about to hold a particular exhibition
• Need effort to foster collaborative culture among artists
• Communication mainly by email 

• Adapt European business model for contemporary jewellery
• Innovation is conducted by its owner
• Increase awareness that jewellery is an art. Encourage people to bring art to their everyday life, and that art 

should not be only displayed in the wall 
 
Atta gallery group exhibition and exchange program 

• Commision fee
• Reward system which is divided into (1) for bachelor students (2) for emerging artist (in form of grants)  

• Curation skills
• Guest curators (exchange program with other galleries) 

• Human: 1 owner and 4 staff (graphic artist, manager, program curator, assistant)
• Physical: gallery 

• Establish ecosystem to generate creative energy (named Warehouse 30 creative district)
• Awareness, encourage people to explore, preferring business from local people, and commissioned street 

painting project that involved professional artist and local people 
 
 
 
 
Creative economy agency (program or seminar or craft week) and Universities (artist talk and workshop 
speaker) 
 
Interaction in social media and website for promotion activity 

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

 
Competence
 

Resources

Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Thailand
Creative Migration

Creative Migration is a women-led, international arts organization based in Los 
Angeles and Bangkok aimed to advance cultural diplomacy through the three pillars 
of art, public engagement and sustainability. 

Art & Social Practice

Member vary from time to time

WEB: creativemigration.org

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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Collectively collaborate in operational activities

Monthly periodic meeting

Collectively and organically transferred through the project 

Collaborating with various organization (local and international) to organise events

No discrimination, no reference, zero waste practices, commmitment in community development

Human, external network, and funding

Closely connected with the local community in Bangkok. The aging population is actively engaged.
EXTERNAL ASPECTS

Main partner: University research unit and international foundation 
Technology: Collaborate with partners capture the opportunity offered by digital technology

Utilizing the public infrastructure in the local community

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

 
Competence
 

Resources

Social Inclusion

 

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

 

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Thailand
Saipa Fire Arts

Saipa Fire Arts was created by Khun Mint and her husband who have been showcasing 
fire performance skills, and also running a bi-lingual cultural workshop on traditional 
Thai Lanna Dance. This style originates from Chiang Mai, known as “Fawn Leb” and 
was originally an art performed for the Royal Courts.
Performing Arts

Family members (tribe)

FB: Saipa FireArts Family

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Family based organization, representing a certain traditional tribe. 
• Conducting workshops in a school once a month 
• Strong relationship and similar vision for art 

• Monthly periodic event
• Festival and media publication for the festival using live streaming 

• The performance is the tribe tradition
• Platform to perform together 
• Provide painting workshop 

 
Do festival for the art performance 
 
Exchange performances (with Indonesia and Cambodia) using digital technology (live streaming)  

• Networking
• Networking and relationship is important, more than money
• Donation 

 
Inviting local people to learn fire dance arts and participating in the events  
 
 
 

• Self funded, the University often comes to perform together. 
• Often financial donations comes from peers artists
• No support from the government yet
• No support from private sectors yet
• University support in the form of participants 
• Funding mainly comes from donations from founders and members 

 
Rents space at a hotel with discount rate serve as promotion activity of the hotel as well

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence
 

Resources

 
Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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Creative Scene in Malaysia
The Wknd

The Wknd Sessions is a Malaysian talk show and YouTube series created by Fikri 
Fadzil in 2008, featuring live music performances and interviews with artists from 
Southeast Asia. The show has distinguished itself by remaining genre-agnostic and 
focusing on the quality and potential of the artists and their creative output (Lee 
2010). 
Music

20s

WEB: the-wknd.com 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/_thewknd/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thewknd/ 

DESCRIPTION :

SECTOR  :

NUMBER 
OF MEMBER :

CONTACT  :
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• Necessary network and colleague 
• Organic growth, loose forms 
• Simple structure yet have fluidity
• Each person bring their own connection (dynamic) 

• Multidisciplinary collective
• Stay in touch with other creative people within Malaysia and Southeast Asia  

• Design, niche content (southeast asia indie music)
• Depends on projects 

 
Event, Music Concert 

• Designer, videographer, multitasking manager 
• Learning by share experience
• Design skill 

• Human: core team not more than 20 people
• Financial: based on need
• Intellectual: their brand as IPR 

• Independent musician communities (artists)
• Collaboration with other music community and art festival from abroad (Indonesia and Thailand) 

 
 

• Private Sector support
• Social
• Media and communication
• Network and alliance
• Access to financial support: corporate sponsors, grants, commissioned project  

• Training/Education: independent learning and done based on needed
• Technology Support: independent learning and done based on needed

Network

Innovation

Value

Business Model

Competence
 

Resources

 
Social Inclusion

Stakeholder 
Supports

Infrastructure

INTERNAL ASPECTS

EXTERNAL ASPECTS
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“In our scene, the theater [performing 
arts] creates performances as an 

advocacy media for the audience, not 
merely an entertainment”  

(Teater Kalangan)
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INSIGHT AND 
RECOMMENDATION
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According to the result from the study which include interviews with 
44 scenes and focus group discussion with the scene coordinator,  
the model for healthy scene development is provided to be utilized 
by creative actors or scene coordinators. This model represents the 
component of a healthy creative scene which are sustainable and 
provide positive outcomes to their target audience. The study has 
found that the creative scene emergence started with some situation 
where there was a group of creative actors who had a similar drive 
of growth and living in a city or area which were receptive to change 
and emergence of new ideas.  Initial appreciation becomes one of 
growth drivers which give them confidence to scale their activity 
further to become a collective action for certain vision. 

As an input or we can also call it an asset, a healthy creative scene 
usually has resources and competences that are shared among 
members. Valuable networks brought by each member could 
also strengthen the scene position and open more collaboration 
opportunities. To sustain the operation and activities of the creative 
scene, an innovative business model is needed. Thus, a good 
management is needed to outgrow the potential of the creative 
scene from all critical components mentioned before. The shared 
resources, competence, valuable networks and innovative business 
model which are managed by egalitarian management style could 
result in a mutual symbiotic relationship among members which 
keep them growing together. For creative scenes, valuable activities 
become the output. Valuable activities are expected to give valuable 
outcomes, both intangible values and tangible values. To help 
develop the scene growth, stakeholders support and infrastructure 
are nice to have, for even if the two aspects are not available at 
the moment, the creative scene can still survive and progress. The 
practice of each component which is gathered from the study are 
explained below.
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Creative Scene 
Model 

Figure 59. Creative Scene Model

(SHARED)
RESOURCES

(SHARED)
COMPETENCES

VALUABLE
NETWORK

INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS MODEL

EGALITARIAN 
MANAGEMENT STYLE

INTANGIBLE 
VALUES

TANGIBLE 
VALUES

INPUT OUTPUT OUTCOME

VALUABLE
ACTIVITY

SITUATION :

- Drive to g row
- Local dynamics

   ideas

STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Applify Impact

Figure 60. Adopted from “Collaborative Art: A Transformational Force within Communities” by Melissa G . Bublitz et al, 2019
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“Kinship principle makes communication 
very open and is strongly believed can 
strengthen the scene and the networks 
we have”  
(Pangauban Karinding)
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COMPONENT PRACTICES

• Human: management/people responsible for different roles
• Physical: Studio, equipment, tools, amphitheater, books/journals,meeting room, library, laboratory, etc
• Financial: money incurred to cover operational cost and program
• Intelectual: IPR, brands, network, database  

• Hard skill: design skill, video editing, photography skill, audio engineering, exhibition management, 
archiving, program management, event management, financial management skill

• Soft skill: networking, communication skill, effective communication skills, teamwork, adaptability, conflict 
resolution, flexibility, leadership, problem-solving. 

• National: diverse communities/organization, educational institution, government, private sectors, gallery, 
store

• International: media, gallery, international scene, NGO,  

• New channel: virtual events/exhibition, take over social media account, 
• New revenue stream: merchandise, donation from virtual events/exhibition, commission work, 

crowdfunding, voluntarily donation, member voluntary contribution, grant, sponsorship, commision 
• New value proposition: 360 degree of services, 
• New customer segments: Business to government, Business to business  

• Plan: collective agreement
• Organization: by interest/voluntarily based or merit based
• Action: collective action whether it is open or closed collaboration
• Control: milestone evaluation by responsibility

Shared Resources

Shared 
Competencies

Valuable Network

Innovative Business 
Model

Egalitarian 
Management Style

INPUT
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COMPONENT PRACTICES

• Periodic program: weekly meeting/discussion, festival, conference, exhibition, residency, show, workshop
• Insidental program: collaborative program, commission program 

 
 

• Knowledge dissemination, increased awareness of stakeholder, increased social capital, valuable 
collaboration, international appreciation, increased quality or quantity of product/services, lowered 
product/service prices, higher quality of life, increased collective efficacy, enhanced community well-
being, increased productive community, increased audience experience 

• Increased revenue, increased value of tangible assets, Increase number of audience, increased number of 
collaborators

Valuable Activities

 

Intangible Values

 

Tangible Values

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES
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f. Support skills 
development and 
valuable ‘capacity 
building’

e. Make a simple 
structure and an 
explicit and 
sustained 
commitment to 
‘holding open’

g. Find a space for 
discussion and 
periodic program



f. Support skills 
development and 
valuable ‘capacity 
building’

e. Make a simple 
structure and an 
explicit and 
sustained 
commitment to 
‘holding open’

g. Find a space for 
discussion and 
periodic program
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